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CITY GOVERNMENT OF PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
1900— J 90t,
HON. EDWARD E. McINTIRE, Mayor.
WILLIAM H. AIOORL, City Clerk.
SAMUEL R. GARDNER, Auditor.
aldermp:n.
Ward 1—EBEN H. BLAISDELL.
FREEMAN R. GARRETT.
ALBERT M. PRAY.
Ward 2—JAMES A. RAND.
CHARLES F. WELLS.
CHARLES E. WHITEHOUSE.
Ward 3—RICHARD A. KIRVAN.
Ward 4—ROBERT W. PHINNEY.
JOSHUA M. VAUGHAN.
Ward 5—AUGUSTUS N. WELLS.
C(i:\IM()N COUN'CILMEN.
HOWARD O. NELSON, President.
EDWARD H. ADAMS, Clerk.













Ward 3~-ALBERr H. ADAMS.
WILLIAM COGAN.
Ward 4—CHARLES F. COLE.
HERBERT E. FERNALD.
Ward 5—FRANCIS E. LANCiDON.
CORNITTLS LEARV.
joixi' >rAxi)iN(. co.MMii'i i-:i:s.
On l-'inauiC—The Mayor, Aldermen C. V . Wells, Garrett,
Whitehou.se ; Councilmen Brewster, Pettigrew, Lang-
don.
On Accounts—Aldermen X'aughan, Rand, Blaisdell ; Coun-
eilman ]<\M'nald.
On Iingrossino- />i//s—i\ldermen Vaughan, Rand, Kirvan ;
Councilmen Chickering, Colbeth, Adams.
O// City Lands and Ihitidings—Aldermen Garrett, White-
house, X'nughan ; Councilmen I'ettigrew, Cole, Chick-
ering.
On Stircts—Aldermen Rand, Pra\-, C. V . Wells ; Council-
nien Drake, A\ers, Adams.
On Fire Department—Aldermen C. F. Wells, Blaisdell,
Kir\an ; Councilmen Palfrey, P"ernald, Herrick.
On School Houses—Aldermen Phinne}-, (iarrett, l^ra)' ;
Councilmen Ayers, .Smith, Cogan.
On Claims—Aldermen Pra} , Rand, Kir\an ; Councilmen
Colbeth, Cole, Cogan.
On Printing—Aldermen Whitehonse, C. V . Wells, A. N.
Wells ; Councilmen .Smith, Wood, Leary.
On Jhirying (ironnds—Aldermen A. N. W'ells, Garrett,
Whitehouse : the Common Council.
siAxnixc. C()M:\nTTEi:s oi- iiii. uoard oi' ,\i.I)i:k.mi:x.
On lUlls on Second Reading-—Aldcrnicn (iairctt, l^lais-
dcll. A. N. Wells.
On F.nrollnunt—AldcniK'n i'lax', Ivancl, \'aughan.
On Police—Aldermen X'au^ghan. C. 1*'. Wells, I'hinne}'.
On I.ayin!^- Onf and Widening; Sti-ccis and Rcpairiiii:;
Drains—Aldermen J^laisdell, Whitehouse, l'ra\-.
On Street Lio-lits—Aldermen Whitehouse, Blaisdell, C. F.
Wells.
On Pnldic fdbrary— Aldermen (iarrett, Phinnex', Pray.
stanimm; c()M>[rj"ri:i:s oi" 'iiii-. common col'xcil.
On Elections—Councilmen Herrick, Wood, ]Jrake.
On Pills on Second Reading—Councilmen Mathes, Brew-
ster, Learw
O'l'Hl'-.K criA' OI'l-lCERS.
City Treasnrer—Charles ]\. ( )xtV)rd.
City Messenger—Winfield S. Loi"d.
Lollector of Taxes—James L. Parker.
City Pliysieian—Dr. George \\. I'ender.
Superintendent of Citv Parni—John W. Shannon.
Street Commissioner—Joseph Hett.
Inspector of Phnnbing—John Ci. Sweetser.
Ifealtli Inspectors— (jcorge \\. IV'nder, Lemuel Poj)e, Jr.,
P'.dwin B. Prime.
Harbor Master—Charles A. Wendell.
Port Wardens—Herbert O. I'rime, (ieorge T. \'aughan,
AX'illiam P. Pickett.
Lot Layer—A. Coburn Ho\t.
Keeper of Poioder Magarjine—Samuel Diamond.
Sealer of Weights and Measures—George H. Chadwick.
Pence I 'ieioers—Thomas P^ntwistle, Abram S. Waldron,
Nathaniel K. Raynes, Henr\- M. Tucker, VA\m New-
ton, (ieor^c R. Rose, (icori^c H. Carlton, (ic()i\u;c B.
Wallace, Charles G. Fernald.
Inspectors of I'lour—Henry A. Yeaton, Arthur \\. Free-
man, Daniel Mclntire, George V . Wallis, James \V.
Sowersb)', William Harrison.
Weighers—]^.w\Ki> M. Salter, Otis F. Philbrick, Arthur W.
Walker, William P. Pickett, Gardner J. (ireenleaf, Ira
C. Burnell, Charles W. Gray, Herbert O. Prime, John
A. Meloon, Hiram V. Williams, John V.. Dimick,
Abram S. W'aklron, Frank C. Langlc)-. John IC. Mil-
ton, Magg Y . (jrant, James Crowley, George Roghas-
kie, Roger C. Hoyt, William V. F>an.s, Harry F^ur-
bish, Willington Allen, Richard V.. Roberts, George
K. Mcintosh, Jr., Kllis Webb, C. Fl Hodgdon, W. C.
Frost, W. S. Abbott, iMan.k FL Grace, Albert
Hyslop.
Snrvevors of LuDiber— b'rank .Sides, Thomas 1-^ Call, Dan-
iel Littlefield, Benjamin M. Parker, Howe Call, Wil-
liam D. Varrell, Richard T. Call, William V. l-:van.s
Robert F Sugden.
Measurers of /f^w/—Otis V . Philhrick, Arthur W. Walk-
er, Charles F:. ^^;alker. William P. Pickett, James M.
Salter, Daniel Littleheld, l^enjamin ]\F Parker, James
S. Wood, Fliram V. Williams, Richard T. Call, Clar-
ence B. Canne)'. lulnnuid l'\ h'urbish, Roger C. FF))'t.
rOKI'SMdL' IH WATI-.K WORKS.
Water Coiiniiissioners— Cltairviaii, Aithui- C. Heffenger ;
Clerk, John W. Kelley ; Jeremiah A. F^irrington.
Superinte)i({ent—Frank J. Philbi"ick.
liui^ineer— Daniel \V. Wardwell.
i-iKi'. i)i:i' \K iMi-.N r.
Chief lino-iiieer—John D. Randall.
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Assistant Iiiiiiimcrs—John \\. Marmon, MajcM' S. Lang-
don, Francis H. Hersey, Lorenzo T. Burnhani.
C/erk—Henry P. Payne.
Superintendent of Fire Alarm Teleo-rapli—William M.
Ballard.
poLicK i)i;i'AKiMi:.\ r.
Coininissioners—Chainnan, vVlfred Y. Howard ; Clerks
John L. Dimick ; John J. Laskey.
Justice of Police Court—Samuel W. luriery.
Associate Justice of Police Court—Edward H. Adams
City Solicitor— S. Peter lunery.
Citv Marshal—Thomas I^ntwistle.
Assistant Marshal—Frank 11. West.
Police (T^rr/'.s-—Michael Hurley, V. E. H. Marden, Den-
nis Murphy, James F. Shannon, Henry B. Holbrook,
George P2. Robinson, Michael Kelley, Jacob B. Burns,
William H. Seymour, James A. McCaffer\', William
H. Anderson, Charles Ouinn, Lamont Hilton.
.A.SSESSOKS Ol-- lAXI-.S.
Chairjnan—Joseph H. Gardiner ; Joseph W. Marden.
Thoma.s R. Martin, James A. N. Rugg, Warren P.
W^ebster, Simon R. Marston, George A. Jackson,
Oliver H. Locke, P^dward J. Moulton.
OVERSEERS OF I'OOK.
Chairman, Ex-Offcio—Ma)or P^dward \\. Mclntire.
Ward I, P2dwin Underbill ; Ward 2, lidward .S. Downs;
W^ard 3, Pxlward Pendergast ; Ward 4, Andrew M.
Gardner ; Ward 5, Timothy Kiley.
HO.NRl) Ol' IXSTRLCTIOX.
Chairman, Ex-Offuio—Mayor Pxlward E. Mclntire.
Secretary- -\-\(iw\\ C. Morrison.
Siipcruilciidcnt of Schools— Hcnr\- C. Morrison.
Term cxjiircs Aug. i, 1903—John Pender, Richard I.
W'alden, .Sherman T. Newton, Edward H. Adam.s.
Term expires Aug. i, 1902—Calvin Page, Charles \\.
Hodgdon, (ieorge W. McCarth\-, John \\. Pickering.
Term expires Aug. i, 1901— Lucius H. Thayer, Arthur
C. Heffenger, Henry V. Payne, Daniel !•'. Borthwick.
I'KLSIKICS Ol' I'L'IU.iC 1.IIU<.\K\.
J^nsidoit. lix-Officio—Mayor Edward V.. Mclntire.
Mc'Hi/h-;; Kx-Officio—President, Common Council. Howard
(). Nelson.
Andrew B. Sherburne, hLnnna J. W. Magraw, P' rank Jones,
Pxlward P. Kimball, William C. Walton, Nellie V.
I'ierce.
Treasurer—Charles A. Hazlett.
Lihraiiau— Robert \\. Rich.
HOARD ()!• RKOISTKAKS ( >1- VOTllRS.
W'aicl One—Lorenzo T. Burnham, Henry P. Payne, Wil-
lis B. Mathes.
Ward Two—Willie E. Weeks, Herbert B. Dow, Henry O.
Batten.
Ward Three—Thomas A. Moran.
Ward ]^\)ur—Andrew M. Gardner.
Ward I'ive—Daniel J. Lynch.
SELl'XTMKN.
Ward One— l^:ben H. Blaisdell, Harry B. Palfrey, Charles
H. Col bet h.
Ward Two—John W. Prior, John (i. Tobey, Jr., Lsrael H.
Washburn.
Ward Three—P'rank G. Sherburne, I'^rederick \i. Hender-
son, Daniel Collins.
Ward V\nir—John Somcrb}-, Herbert C Wallace, (ieorge
E. Cox.
Ward Five—Augustus N. Wells, Dennis McGrath, Wil-
liam H. Hempshire.
.MODl'.KAIOKS.
Ward One—William E. Peirce ; Ward Two—Jolm K.
Bates ; Ward 'Idiree—William A. Moran ; Ward
Four—(leorge V. Parker ; Ward I^'ive—John Long.
\V.\K\) CI.I'.KKS.
Ward One—Thomas G. Lester ; Ward Two—John D.
Randall ; W^ard Three—Peter V. Butler ; W^ard
F^our—John W. Newell ; "^Xaixl P'ive—William H.
Phinnew
INAUGURAL ADDRESS OF HON. EDWARD E. MclNT!RE.
(jcHtlcmcu of the City Coitncils—Without any special
jnx'paration for my election as mayor of vour city and with
a suddenness which is really startling I am called on tt>
ser\'e vou as mayor for the coming tweh'e months. I real-
ize the responsibilities, and shall not shirk them. With
my limited experience in municii)al affairs, 1 hope with
youi" \"alued assistance, to be able to render to oui" cit_\' an
administration of affairs which will be creditable to all. I
realize that the powers of a ma\(ir in Portsmouth are lim-
ited, and that the burdens will come to the board of alder-
men ; but I trirst that by a judicial use of our powers, and
with an eye for everything tiiat is for the welfare of our
cit\', we can at the close of the }ear look back with
])leasure.
Believing as I do that it is easier to hnd fault with the
wa\' and manner in which the affairs of oiu" cit\' are con-
ductetl, than it is to execute the laws, 1 have no theories
on economy to advance. The expenses of our city ha\"e
been increased largely during the last dozen years ; the po-
lice department, over which we have no control, shows a
large increase ; but the comiiiissioners hax'ing this matter
in charge have slightly reduced the expenses by declining
to fill vacancies that have occurred, and I have reason to
believe that should other vacancies take place the}' will ix--
ceive the same ti"eatment.
I^y this course the expenses of this de[)artment ma\'
some day reach the sum about right for a cit\" of our size.
The street department expenses for 1899 ha\'e been kept
1
1
within the ajipropriation, and there has l^een. a disposition
by the eomniissioner to economize to some extent. Ar-
rangements should be made bv the city government to use
more crushed stone, and less gravel, on our streets ; l)y
this method streets put in good order at the ])resent time,
would remain in fine condition for years, and would be
moi-e economical than the ])resent way of patching.
In the matter of lighting our streets, we can claim we
are second to none ; and while this department shows a
larger increase than an)- other in our cit\-, the person is
}'et to be found who would go back to the lights of a
dozen years ago. We must, therefore, be content with the
large expenditure for lights.
The fire department is one we can all be proud of ;
but that pride is at considerable expense. No progressive
citizen has any wish to go back to the department imme-
diately preceding our present quick-hitch arrangement.
Certainh' the efficienc\- of oui" dejxu-tnient calls for
some action by the fire underwriters in the matter of in-
surance rates, and tlius we might all receive, indirectly,
some financial benefit for the increased expenses of our
fire department.
The water department, from what I learn, is on such
foundation as to lead us to believe that the c<)mmissioners
will be warranted in initting the household i-ate l)ack to
what it was in 1898, and then allow a sufficient sum to be
put into a sinking fund, to provide for the bonds when due.
The school department, to which I have jjaid some
attention, I am informed, is in ver\' good condition. \\'e
have lost, and will continue to lose, man}- of our best
teachers, on account of the salaries paid being smaller than
in neighboring cities. The school board expenses ha\-e
increased largely during the last ten years, but the com-
mittee believes that none of the monev has been wasted.
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\\ ith the lari;c increase, we are nut able to keej) 6ur best
teachers, for the reason abo\e stated. P'or more extended
information of the different dej^artments I would ask your
cai'cful perusal of the leports of the heads of the different
departments.
1 am not recommendin,i;" retrenchment and reform, but
I would ask a careful scrutiny of all the expenditures foi- I
believe if we are to have the ^'ood thini;'s furnished by the
departments of streets, lii;-hts. police and schools, we shall
be obliged to \rd\ for them.
Thei'c is no claim on us like that of the poor, but
from what I can learn, tiie expenses of this department
ha\"e been kept up, notwithstantling" a large number of the
poor ha\e been transferred from the cit\- to the count)'.
In conclusion, I would sa\', let us work in unison, stick to
ouv task and ti"\" to fill the bill in e\er\- res]3ect.
REPORT OF CITY AUDITOR
lOK TIIIC
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1900.
ScHKnuLic A.
Expenditures from January I to July I.
POKTSMOLTH AND 1)()\'1':k RAILROAD l.OAX.
Paid coupons, issue of Jan. i, 1893 $3,220 00
INTKKES'l'.
Paid coupons, municij)al loan of Mai".
31, 1883 $ 50 00
Paid coupons, municipal loan of Oct.
I, 1884 520 00
Paid coupons, sewer loan of April i,
1886 200 00
Paid coupons, municipal loan of Jan.
I, 1889 1000 00
Paid coupons, school loan of Nov. i,
1889, I 180 00
Paid coupons, municipal loan of May
r, 1894 • 840 00
Paid coupons, municipal loan of July
I, 1896 39 'O 00
Paid interest on registered bonds, is-
sue of Oct. I, 1884 380 00
Paid N. H. National Bank, discount
on city notes 1275 26
lOO
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William Frost, care of fountain
Isaac Fiirber, labor
Frank G. Godfrey, labor
J. J. Goodwin, stone
(t. J. Greenleaf, iron work etc.,
C. H. Hayes & Son, hay and straw
Hett Bros., 3 horses sold the cit}'
etc.,
C. N. Holmes, sharjienint;" tools
L. A. Holmes, sharpening tools
Horseman's Bazaar, harness supplies,
repairs, etc,
Joseph E. Ho.xie, labor glazing'
Hoyt and Dow, stationery
A. F. Johnson, labor
I'lrnest Johnson, labor.
Leach and Lydston. shoeing horses
Thomas (i. Lester, granite rolls, etc.,
Charles Llovd, labt)r
\\ . T. Lyons, labor
George D. Marcy, express paid
H. A. Marden, labor and material
Philip T. McWilliams, horse shoeing
B. R. Munse}', labor,
National Tube Co.. tubing
Pettigrew Bros., rubber boots
L. Pope Jr., professional services,
Portsmouth Gas, Klectric Light &
Power Co.,
Richard G. Pray, labor
Pryor & Matthews, hardware, etc.,
James Raitt, labor
Rider and Cotton, tools, etc.,





Oscar L. Door, labor
J. T. Elliott, labor
Calvin P'oss, labor,
B. F. Gardner, labor
J. W. Gardner, labor
William Garland, labor
P'rank Godfrey, labor
Benjamin O. Ham, labor
Joseph O. Ham, labor
James Harvey, labor













E. H. Rand, labor
Heirs J. G. Rand, labor
William K. Rand, labor
P". H. Seave}', labor
Albert Shedd, labor
A. J. Sides, labor
Sugden Brothers, labor




A. P. Wendell & Co. oil, etc., $2 33
I'IKi: l)EPART.\Ii:XT.
Payroll As.sistant Engineers 185 91
Payroll Hook and Ladder Co., No i 345 00
Payroll Steamer Co., No. i 149 30
Payroll Steamer Co., No. 2 325 00
Payroll Steamer Co., No. 3 305 00
Payroll Steamer Co., No. 4 325 00
Payroll Supply Wagon Co. 80 00
Payroll P2ngineer.s, Firemen and Dri-
vers 385 27
Payroll Permanent Men 2,074 80
Ame & Co., standard food 6 00
William M. Ballard, Supt. Vive
Alarm Telegraph 129 38
Boardman & Norton, medical pre-
scription
Boston and Maine Railroad, freight
Boston Woven Mose and W'ire Co.,
supplies
C. Iv Boynton, vitri(^l
J. H. Broughton, lumber
L. T. Burnham, labor
T. E. Call & Son, lumber
P'red Canney, extra services
G. B. Chadwick & Co., labor on Fire
Alarm 17 70
Chronicle & Gazette Pub. Co., print-
ing 3 75
J. Warren Davis, repairmg clocks 2 50
L. T. Davis, labor and material 885
R. J. Davis, labor iC 50
19
W. K. Decrovv, fire alarm, supplies,
repair?, etc., S424 56
Dixon & Mclntire, L;rain i 3 30
Eagle Oil & Supply C, oil,
W. H. Fay, rubber boots, etc.,
W. P. Gardner, ringing bell
W. D. Grace, medicine
11. W. Grayj stone
Gray & Prime, coal
Dana B. Grover, watcbing at fires
Oliver W. Ham, use of matresses
S. Hard}', painting hose wagon
Wilbur L. Harmon, substitute
Herald Pub. Co., })rinting
Hett Brothers, hay, etc..
Horseman's Bazaar, harness repairs
and supplies
Hoyt and Dow, stationery
J. H. Hutchinson, badges
George A. Jackson, labor and ma-
terial
George H. Joy, soda
\V. J. Kelley, typewriting-
Daniel Littlefield, wood
Charles Lydston, substitute
Lynn Stall Co., stall floors
George D. Marcy, express paid
James McCarthy, substitute
Philip T. McWilliams, shoeing horses
N. E. Telephone and Telegraph Co.,
use of telephones
P^-ank E. Osgood, labor
John Parkins, grain
Charles J. Peckham, substitute
15
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C. N. lY'rkins, cxtin^'uisher
\V. H. Phinney, laundry work
Portsmouth Gas, I^lcctric Light and
Power Co.
Pryor & Matthews, supplies
John D. Randall, expenses paid
Ira C. Seymour, iron work, ete.
(icorge Shannon, substitute
C. E. Simpson, oiled hats
The Times Pub. Co., i)rinting'
J. P. Sweetser, labor and su}3plies
The Sulpho Napthol Co., sulpho nap-
th..l
H. Thompson, sup})lies
J. S. Tilton, harness repairs, etc.
Geo. A. Trafton, iron work
VV. \. Trafton, Supt. Pire Alarm
" " & Son, electrical supplies 22 69
K. A. Trefethen, ringing bell S 00
C. E. Walker & C., coal
J. A. & A. W. Walker, coal and wooc
Water Works, use of water
P'red W^atkins, iron work, etc.
A. N. Wells, labor and su))plies
C. ¥. Wells, supplies
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware and
supplies
A. G. Whittemore, rent of building
Wood Bros., use of horses, ha\", etc.
c()N'J'ix(;i:nt.




Herald Pub. Co., printing
Hett Brothers, freight and teaming
Roi3ert E. Hodgkins, labor
Hoyt & Dow, stationery, etc.
Ilsley & George, insurance
Charles H. Joy, labor
Wni. O. Junkins, returning statistics
Hugh Kelleher, labor
A, J. Lance, returning statistics
Nathan W. Lear, labor at Goodwin
Park
C. leV. Brine, returning statistics
Daniel Littlefield, wood
Margaret Loach, on settlement of
damages
Sarah A. Locke, returning statistics
W. S. Lord, returning statistics
W. H. Lyons, returning statistics
Leander Mace, labor
]. F. Magraw, return of shij^ping
George D. Marc}', returning statis-
tics to state
F. C. Marston, stationery
R. D. McDonough, services as mes-
senger, etc. 35 54
E. F.. Mclntire, inspector of i^lumb-
ing
Mrs. Thomas Mitchell, returning sta-
tistics
\V. H. Moore, returning statistics
Thomas A. Moran, services as ward
clerk
Charles Morrill, returning statistics
A. J. Morse & Son, diving apparatus
S 4
John Mullen, returning" statistics
N. E. Telephone & Telegraph Co.
James O'Donnell, meals for election
officers
Mrs. K. Osterman, meals for election
officers
W. H. Page, expenses paid
John W. Parsons, returning statistics
Payroll election officers ward one
" " " " two
" " " " three
" " " " four
Payroll registrars of voters
Payroll bell ringers
W. E. Peirce & Co., insurance
George F,. Pender, returning statistics
J. H. Peverly, labor
\\\ H. Phinney, services as ward
clerk, etc.
Pneumatic Hand Stamp Co., stamps
Portsmouth Gas Electric Light &
Power Co.
Portsmouth Milling Co., sawdust
Portsmouth Republican Association,
printing
V. E. Potter, returning statistics
Margaret Powers, returning statistics
Pryor & Matthews, hardware, paint, etc.
John D. Randall, printing, etc.
J. E. Rider, returning statistics
Rider & Cotton, phosphate for park
S. A. Schurman & Son, seed






















T. K. Call (S: Son, lumber $155 99
(r. H. Chadwick & Co., labor, su])-
plies, etc. 74 84
(1. B. French Co., window shades 24 36
F. D. Grace, ,^iass, etc. 4 '^5
Hett Brothers, teaming' 5 00
George A. Jackson, labor 8 54
Albion Littlefield, labor 4 18
F. I{. Perkins, labor i 79
Pr\or & ^latthews, hardware i 35
J. P. Sweetser, labor, grates, sup-
plies,
(leorge A. Trafton, labor
Wilmore Twombl}'-,- labor
George T. \"aughan, oil
A. N. Wells, labor and supplies
A. P. Wendall & Co., hardware, etc.
C. li. Whitehouse, labor
CITY LANDS .\XI) I!L' I I.l )IX(iS
\\". A. Ashe, architect services
C. E. Bo3'nton, rent of building
J. H. Broughton, lime and cement
L. T. ISurnham, labor
T. E. Call & Son, lumber
G. B. Chadwick & Co., repairing bells
J. li. Chickering, mason labor
F. D. Grace, glass and glazing
(jray & Prime, coal
Hett Brothers, stone and teaming
W. X. Hodgdon, labor
C). M. Jellkson, labor
Albion Eittlefield, labor
137
H. A. Marden, balance of contract
buildin<;' new engine house
H. A. Marden, labor and material
W. G. Mason, stone
Payrolls, labor
F. E. Perkins, labor and material
Pryor & Matthews, hardware, etc.
Ira C. Seymour, bolts
Dennis Shea, 1-2 expense building
fence
\V. (jay smart, labor
Samuel Spinney, labor
George A. Trafton, iron work and
labcjr
W. I. Trafton & Son, electric supplies
and labor
A. N. Wells, plumbing work and sup-
plies
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware, etc.




Wood Brothers, te;iniin_t( 37 73
J. ]']. Woods, liack scrx'ice 2 00
^793 36
srKi:i:r i.k.iiis.
rorlsniouth (jas, I'^lcctric Lii;'ht & Power Co. S7,25 5 49
POLICE.
l-^ayroll Police Commissioners S 250 00
Payroll Police Officers 6782 54
lulward IP Adams, special justice
Chronicle <& (Gazette Pub. Co., printiiu
v.. W. Cochrane, teams
Thomas P^ntwistle, board of horse
W. I), (irace, medicine
lIo}"t & P)o\v, stationery
J. J. Laske}-, bread, etc.
X. \i. Telephone & 'Pele!;ra})h Co.
Pai;-e & Bartlctt, fines collected, due
Town of Seabrook 10 00
W. If. Phinnc}', laundr\' work
Ports. Gas, I^lectric Light & l\)wer Co.
A. P. Preston, batteries, etc.
Pryor & Matthews, tools
Rockingham Ccnmtx', board of in-
mates at jail
J. V. Sweetscr, supplies
l"he (jlobe Grocery Co., bread
'Phe Suli)ho Napthol Co., sulpho naptho
v. S. Towle, professional services




\V. M. Bickforcl, labor
C. G. Cornelius, "
O. M. Jellison,
Payrolls, labor
Less received interest Haven fund
PAKKO'l'r I'TXl).
(South Mill Pond Improvements.)
A. C. Hoyt, surveying- lines $ 7 oo
Peter Johnson, labor 6 00
J. V. Leavitt, trees 177 50
Payroll, labor i 5 00
fohn W. Scott, labor 7 00
$ 4
>CIIO(H.S.
Paid orders Hoard of Instruction $20,708 64
SUPPORT Ol" POOR.
Outdoor pensioners 34,016 83
City farm 1,234 43
Aid to dependent soldiers 84 16
Celebration Emancipation Proclamation 26 70
$5,362 12
Less received inL Austin fund 26 70
S5'335 42
Expenditures from July 1 to December 31.
SCHKDUI.K B.
STATIC TAX.




Less abatement i,8io 50
$21,925 75
COUNTV TAX.
Paid W. H. C P'ollansb}-, County
Treasurer ^'S'^^oSo 73
Less abatement 2,772 91
$33,580 82
PORTSMOUTH AND DO\'ER RAILROAD LOAN.
l^aid coupons, bond issue of Jan. i, 1893 $3,080 00
IXTEREST.
Paid coupons, munici]:)al loan 1884 S 600 00
Paid coupons, sewer loan 1885 180 00
I'aid coupons, municijxil loan 1889 1,000 00
Paid coupons, school loan 1889 1,080 00
Paid coupons, municipal loan 1 894 860 00
Paid coupons, municipal loan 1896 3,050 00
Paid interest on registered bonds
Nos. 29 to 35, inclusive issue of
Oct. I, 1884 380 00
Paid X. H. National Ixank, discount
on city notes 255 00
Paid Water Works, interest on tem-
porary loan 6 50
I'aid interest on Jones and UeAIern'tt
funds
Paid inteiest on Haven fund
Paid interest on Toppan fund
Paid interest on Mary Clai'k fund
Paid interest on Haven Park fund
PUIU.IC I.lllKAKV.
Paid C. A. Hazlett, treasurer
MEMORIAL DAY.
Paid J. F. Leavitt, balance of appro-
priation 1899 $100 00
Appropriation for 1900 200 00
S 60
33
Horseman's Bazaar, harness sup-
plies, etc. $30 05
Almon Jenness, iron work 32 40
Leach & Lydston, shoeing horses 14 40
E. Lemire, labor, etc. 43 60
George Palfrey, care of fountain 10 00
Payne & Walker, brooms i 15
L. Pope, Jr., professional services 18 00
Ports. Gas, Electric Light & Power Co. 155 28
Portsmouth Machine Co., belting 21 30
Ports. Milling Co., timber and labor 5 25
Pryor & Matthews, hardware, tools, etc. 99 85
John D. Randall, printing i 50
The Hecia Powder Co., explosives, etc. 6t, 81
Geo. W. Tibbetts, iron work for crusher 773
John S. Tilton, harness supplies 12 60
George A. Trafton, iron work, etc. 104 69
Vaughan St. Shoeing and Repair
shop, shoeing horses, etc. 70 54
Fred Watkins, shoeing horses, etc. 16 51
C. Frank Wells, supplies 1 1 88
M. H. Wentworth, hay 683 66
H. A. Yeaton & Son, grain 137 18
KO.ADS.
Daniel Brooks, labor $29 75
Duncan Brooks, " 6 00
Frank Carkin, " -2 75
Charles Channell, " 2 00
Henry Dickerson, " 2 00
Oscar L. Dorr, " 12 00
W. L Drake, " 7 00








James F. Gray, "
Horace W. Gray, "
Benjamin O. Ham, "
Joseph O. Ham, "
C. H. Hayes & Son, "
Charles Hodgdon, "
Frank Hodgdon, * "



































George Adams, labor on bath house $ 30 00
Charles W. Andrews, keeper of bath
house
George W. Ayers, ringing North bell
R. H. Beacham & Son, teams, Kear-
sarge-Alabama celebration
F. L. Benedict, returning statistics
L. W. Brewster & Son, printing-
James Buchanan, labor
T. E. Burke, labor
G. B. Chadwick & Co., labor
Chronicle & Gazette Pub. Co., printing
E. W. Cochrane, team, Kearsarge
and Alabama celebration
Alice M. Craig, typewriting
Currier & Dunbar, meals for election
officers
J. Warren Davis, care of clocks, etc.
Samuel Dodge, insurance
C. S. Drowne, labor on awning, etc.,






George A. Mudge, labor
N. E. Telephone Co.
George F. Parker, returning sta-
tistics
J. W. Parsons, returning statistics
W. K. Paul, plumbing, supi)lies and
labor
Payroll Assessors of taxes
Payroll election officers ward one
Payroll election officers ward two
Payroll election officers ward three
Payroll election officers ward four
Payroll election officers ward five
Payroll Registrars of voters
Payroll bell ringers
Payroll labor
Estate J. W. Peirce, rent of land
W. E. Peirce & Co., insurance
O. F. Philbrick & Co. wood
W. H. Phinney, services as ward clerk,
etc.,
Portsmouth City Band Fourth of July
music
Portsmouth Gas, Electric Light and
Power Co.
Portsmouth Republican Ass'n printing
E. B. Prime sheriff service
Pryor & Matthews, supplies, etc.,
James A. Rand, catering, Kearsarge &
Alabama celebration 17 00
John D. Randall, services as ward
clerk and printing 23 26
P". S. Roberts, care of fountain, labor, etc. 16 25
$1
38
Charles E. Senter, services as ward
clerk $14 34
Sheldon Brothers, use of chairs 725
John Sise & Co., insurance i 3 29
J. W. Sovversby, meals for election
ofificers 45 00
State Industrial School, board of in-
mates 171 64
Thomas Sullivan, teaming r 50
J. G. Sweetser, plumbing Inspector 50 00
J. P. Sweetser, supplies 8 80
H. C. Tanner, agent, catering Kear-
sarge & Alabama celebration 300 00
Times Publishing Co., printing 17 75
John G. Tobey, Jr., insurance and
commission lOO 54
C. E. Trafton, insurance, 10 00
Geo. A. Trafton, iron work 13 45
Wilmore Twombly, building sanitaries
K. & A. celebration y^ 00
George T. Vaughan, hardware, paint
and supplies
Richard I. Walden, printing
A. N. Wells, stove and labor, ward
room
A. P. Wendell & Co., canal barrow
C. W. White, decorating, K. & A. cele-
bration
J. W. White, returning statistics
Wood Brothers, teaming
Charles Y . Young & Co., decorating,




C. W. Andrews, labor $
Edward E. Babb & Co., school furnishing
George E. Barsantee, labor
L. D. Britton, teaming
Elias T. Card, labor
James W. Card, labor
Caroline Carkin, labor
Frank L. Carkin, labor
G. B. Chadvvick & Co., repairing bell
Chandler Adjustable Chair and Desk
Works, school furniture
James E. Chickering, mason work
Charles G. Cornelius, labor
J. Warren Davis, clocks
Derby Desk Co., school furniture
George P. Fernald, labor
Fred P. Folsom, labor
J. H. Gardiner, labor and material
F. D. Grace, glass, etc.
Clifton E. Hall, teaming
J. H. Hammett Co., school supplies
C. W. Humphreys, labor
J. B. Hutchings, labor
Charles O. Johnson, labor
Charles T. Lang, labor
M. S. Langdon, labor and material
Daniel Littlefield, sewer pipe
John Lowe, labor
R. Clyde Margeson, furniture, etc.
Masury Young & Co., school supplies
James McCarthy, labor
E. N. McNabb, labor and material
Charles H. Miller, labor
6
40
George A. Murray, labor
N. E. Telephone Co.,
Eben N. Odiorne, labor
John Pender, insurance
C. I. Pinkham, freight and teaming
Portsmouth Gas, P^lectric Light & Pow-
er Co.
A. M. Pray, labor




R. D. Smart, Jr., labor
Spinney & Cox, labor and material
Horace Spinney, labor
J. P. Sweetser, heating apparatus,
plumbing, etc. [141 90
Everett W. Trefethen, labor and ma-
terial 89 56
Frank Trefethen, labor and material 81 40
George T. Vaughan, varnish, etc. 12 64
PZdward VVatkins, labor 9 00
P>ed Watkins, iron work 3 45
John F. Watkins, labor 47 00
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware 62
Charles ¥.. Whitehouse, labor 284 06
J. P^rank Willey, sand and gravel 38 75
Street Department, laying walks, pav-
ing, etc. 96 75
Sidewalk Department, repairing and




Payroll Assistant Engineers $187 50
' " Hook & Ladder Co. 345 00
" Steamer Co. No. i 245 00




" Supply Wagon Co. 80 00
" Engineers, Firemen and Drivers 402 50
" Permanent men 2,075 20
" Plxtra services 20 00
Edward H. Adams, professional services 5 00
Ame & Co., standard food 6 00
William Ballard, Supt. Fire Alarm
Telegraph 199 98
Henry K. Barnes, repairing hose 16 00
L. D. Britton, teaming 1
1
60
L. T. Burnham, labor 18 61
Cornelius Callahan Co., fire supplies 10 00
B. F. Canney & Son, wood 2 00
G. B. Chadwick& Co., labor and supplies 10 91
Chase Shawmut Co., fire alarm supplies i 68
Chronicle & Gazette Pub. Co., printing 80
C. H. Colbeth, teaming 35
C. N. and R. A. Currier, collation Fire-
man's Parade 204 00
L. T. Davis & Son, labor i 20
W. ¥.. Decrow, fire alarm supplies, etc. 91 50
Eagle Oil & Supply Co., supplies 7 50
Frank E. Pitts Mfg. & Supply Co., waste 7 3 i
C. H. Grant & Co., supplies 10 00
O. W. Ham, cots, etc. 10 50
W. J. Harmon, substitute 31 96
Herald Pub. Co., printing 80
42
Hett Brothers, hay $47 12
Aug. Hett, hauHng apparatus, hay, etc. 129 17
Horseman's Bazaar, harness supplies 11 10
Charles A. Hoyt, labor 6 00
Leach & Lydston, shoeing horses 8 00
Manchester Locomotive Works, valve 2 00
Thomas McCue, carriages Fireman's
Parade 25 00
Miller Smoke Protector Co., smoke pro-
tectors
N. E. Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Frank E. Osgood, services as fireman
W. H. Palfrey, labor
C. J. Peckham, substitute
O. F. Philbrick & Co., wood
W. H. Phinney, laundry work
L. Pope, Jr., professional services
Portsmouth City Band, music P'ireman's
Parade 85 00
Portsmouth Gas, Electric Light and
Power Co. 270 57
Portsmouth Milling Co., arms for fire
alarm poles 1 5 00
Postal Telegraph Cable Co., braces and
bolts
Pryor & Matthews, hardware, oil, etc.,
J. D. Randall, printing, etc..
Read Holliday & Sons, supplies
Reinwald's Naval Band, music Fire-
man's Parade
Rider & Cotton, vitriol, wire, etc.
Charles E. Simpson, oiled hats




J. P. Sweetser, supplies $5 70
The Fire Extinguisher Mfg. Co., fire
coats
John S. Tilton, repairing harnesses
Vaughan St. Shoeing and Repair Shop,
shoeing horses, etc.,
C. E. Walker & Co.. coal
J. A. and A. W. Walker, coal and
wood
Fred Watkins, shoeing horses
A. N. Wells, labor and use of stove
C. F. Wells, services and expenses paid
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware
A. G. Whittemore, rent of building
Weins Brush Co., supplies
Wood Brothers, hay, straw and team-
ing
H. A. Yeaton & Son, grain
Street Department, hauling engines
$6,828 Sy
CITY LANDS AND BUILDINGS.
C. E. Boynton, rent of ward room $
L. T. Burnham, labor
T. E. Call & Son, lumber
J. E. Chickering, mason work
Ellen Gammon, one-half expense of
fence
J. H. Gardiner, labor and material
W. D. Grace, carbolic acid
R. M. Herrick, labor
Charles H. Magraw, labor and material 126 04
E. B. Newman, labor 188 37
Payroll, labor 5 12
10
44
Pr)ur & Matthews, hardware, etc. $70 85
J. P. Sweetser, soil pipe, etc. 11 05
George T. Vaughan, hardware, etc. 25 59
Charles E. Whitehouse, labor 74 50
Fred L. Wood, labor on fountains, etc. 31 72
Street Department, laying asphalt walk,
etc. 1 13 70
SEWERS.
Payrolls, labor ,^2,648 13
J. E. Chickering, mason labor on sew-
ers
C. H. Colbeth, teaming
H. L. Garrett & Son, supplies
Clifton E. Hall, teaming
F. P. Hodgdon & Co., brick
A. C. Hoyt, surveying and making
profiles
S. Maddock & Son, pails, etc.
Pettigrew Brothers, rubber boots
Pryor & Matthews, hardware, tools, etc. 92 63
John Reardon, labor
Stark Spinney, labor
George A. Trafton, sharpening tools
George Twombly, labor
George T. Vaughan, tools, etc.
J. A. & A. W. Walker, pipe and cement 152 95
P'red Watkins, sharpening tools i 80
J. Frank Willey, sand 3 00
91
45
M. N. Carter, asphalt, pitch etc.,
Hett Brothers, freight and teaming
F. P. Hoclgdon & Co., brick
C. P. Moon, edgestone
National Coal Tar Co., asphalt, pitch,
etc.,
Perrin Seamans & Co., i^tch kettles
Portsmouth Brewing (Jo., pitch
Portsmouth Gas, P21ectric Light and
Power Co., coal tar 158 50
^ 75
46
A. P. Preston, batteries
J. P. Svveetser, supplies
The Globe Grocery Co., bread etc..
The Mitchell Mfg. Co. supplies
F. S. Tovvle, professional services
J. A. and A. W. Walker, coal
Wood Brothers, use of horse
HEALTH.
Boardman & Norton, Antitoxine, etc.
L. W. Brewster & Son, printing
L. D. Britton, teaming
George H. Carlton, special watchman
F. B. Coleman, disinfectants, etc.
Currier & Dunbar, meals furnished
W. D. Grace, prescriptions
Gray & Prime, fuel
Hett Brothers, teaming
Hoyt & Dow, stationery
C. O. Johnson, labor
Theodore Metcalf Co., disinfectant
George K. Pender, professional ser-
vices, etc.
G. E. Philbrick, disinfectants, etc.
L. Pope, Jr., Health Inspector and ex-
tra services 56 81
Postal Telegraph Cable Co., telegraph-
ing
A. P. Preston, Antitoxine, etc.
E. B. Prime, Health Ins^Dector and rent
of office
Mary E. Stewart, services as nurse




Ports. Gas, Electric Light & Power Co. $10,347 '9
collector's commissions.
James L. Parker $1,400 00
cottage hospital.
Mary E. Myers, Treasurer $500 00
HYDRANT RENTAL, ETC.
Paid Water Commissioners $3,000 00
sprinkling streets.
August Hett $500 00
dog license account.
Wood Brothers $2 00
HAVEN park.
Brooks Brothers, loam $ 5 00
A. M. Gardner, labor 2 00
Lyman A. Holmes, repairing"
lawn mower i 25
C. W. Humphreys, making-
seats 39 20
John B. Hutchings, labor 41 00
C. O. Johnson, labor 15 00
George T. Vaughan, tools 81
J. A. & A. W. Walker, ce-
ment, etc. 6 01
Wood Brothers, dressing i 00
$111 27
Less received interest on Haven fund 1 1 1 27
SCHOOLS.
Paid orders Board of Instruction $15,287 96
SUPPORT OF POOR.
Out-door Pensioners $5,665 26
48
City Farm $"](>(> 88
Aid to dependent soldiers 90 47
$6,522 61




(For payment of loan July i, 1896.)
Paid W. E. Peirce & Co. for nine City
of Portsmouth Bonds of $1000
each, issue of January i, 1893 $9,900 00




Schedule B $21,925 75
COUNTY TAX.
Schedule B $33,580 82
PORTSMOUTH AND DOVER RAILROAD LOAN.
Schedule A $3,220 00
Schedule B 3,080 00
$6,300 00
INTEREST.
Schedule A $9,660 85
Schedule B 7754 17
, $17,415 02
49
Less received int. on taxes $ 93 49
Less received int. on deposits 138 74
J>232 23
$17,182 79
PAVM]:XT OI^ CITY DEHT.
Schedule A $2,500 00
I' I' 111. I C LlliRARV.
Schedule A $1,300 00
Schedule B 1,400 00
^2,700 00
mi:m()K1al day.
Schedule B $300 00
SALARIES.
Schedule A $3)63750
Schedule B 3,637 50
$7,27 S 00
SlREE'i'S.
Schedule A $10,898 Si^
Schedule B 9.766 09
$20,664 97
Less received from Schtx)]-
house department $ 96 75
Less received from Fire De-
partment 149 25
Less received from City lands
and buildings 113 70
Less received from sale of
hogs I 2 00
Less received from sale of
manure 2 1 00
o





Schedule A $ 394 ©7
Schedule B 1,048 56
$1,442 63
[• iRF, i)i:i'AKrMi:Nr.
Schedule A $7'/^^ 92
Schedule B 6,828 87
$14,617 79
CONTINGENT.
Schedule A 34,891 53
Schedule B 5, 500 64
$10,392 17
.SCHOOI.HOL'SKS.
Schedule A $ 603 70
Schedule B 5,344 43
$5,948 13
CITV L.\NDS AND IJUILl )IN(;.S.
Schedule A $3,583 34
Schedule B 899 71
$4,483 05
.SEWKRS.
Schedule A $ 817 67
Schedule B 3,142 65
$3,960 32
51
Less received entering" sewers $4 5 44
$3,914 88
SIDEWALKS.
Schedule A $ 707 62
Schedule B 1,584 34
$2,291 96
Less amount received from abutters 643 67
$1,648 29
POLICE.
Schedule A $8,043 7^
Schedule B 7.976 95
$16,020 71
Less received fines, etc. $1,214 M




Schedule A $ 793 36
Schedule B 1,192 54
$1,985 90
PAKROTT FUND.
Schedule A $212 50
-STREET LICiHTS.
Schedule A $ 7,255 49
Schedule B 10,347 19
$17,602 68
collector's commlssio.ns.
Schedule A $ 400 00
52
Schedule B Si,400 00
Si,<Soo 00
corrAdi'. iiosrii'AL.
Schedule B ,S5O0 00
DOC. LICENSE ACCOLN T.
Schedule A $282 50
Schedule B 2 00
$284 50
NEW STONE ARCH IIKIDCIE.
Schedule A S300 00
HVDRANI" RI:NTAL, ETC.
Schedule B S3,000 00
SI'RINKI.IN<; STREETS.
Schedule B $300 00
SINKINC. ILNI).
Schedule B S900 00
SCilOOI.S.
Schedule A ^20,708 64
Schedule B 15.287 96
S3 5,996 60
Less received literary fund S /j^ 50
Less rec'd Mary Clark fund 70 00
Less rec'd dog license acct. 816 50




Schedule A S5,335 42
Schedule B 6,504 61
$11,840 03
53
Less received J. W. Shannon
Supt. City Farm $6i 78






State Railroad tax 326,346 61
State Insurance tax 1,203 75
State Savings Bank tax 14,449 ^~
State Literary Fund 733 50
542,733 68
Less amount Literal}' Fund trans-
ferred to credit of schools 733 50
$42,000 18
Dividends Ports. & Dover railroad $3,336 00
Dividends Boston & Maine railroad 4,488 75
$7,824 75
Temporary Loans $159,000 00
Less amount paid i 3 1 ,000 00
$28,000 00
Dog licenses $1,101 00
Less amount transferred to credit of
schools 816 50
$284 50
Literest on Sinking Fund for pay-
ment of loan of July i, 1896 $998 56
54
Interest on J. B. Tarrott Inmd $36 50
Si,03 5 06
From sale of lots Si,<S50 00
From rent of store, Pleasant street 50 00
h'rom rent of L'. S. navy landing 150 00
From Portsmouth, Kittery & York
Street Railway, rent of building 167 d']
55
Kxpcnditures $240,808 68
Balance Jan. i, 1901 $65,962 37
Which balance is as follows :




James L. Parker, collector of taxes
1899 157 64
James L. Parker, collector of taxes
1900 9,526 09
Real estate bought for taxes . $20,196 35
Cash on deposit 940 85
Amount in Ports. Savings Bank,
(Parrott legacy) J,i37 60
Amount sinking fund provided for
the payment of bond issue of




OVERSEERS OF THE POOR
FOR THE YP:AK ending DECEMBER 31, 1900.
Expenditures from January I to July I.
OUT-nOOR -FEXSIOXERS ETC.
R. H. Bcacham & Son, hack service $ 6 oo
l^oardman & Norton, medical supplies 3 85
D. F. Borthvvick, supplies i 30
11 F. Canney & Son, fuel
Cater & Benfield, supplies
Charles Churchill, supplies
F. B. Coleman, medical supplies
County of Rockingham, board of
pensioners
W. A. A. Cullen, supplies
J. O. Downs, supplies
\\'. H. Fay, shoes
G. B. French Co. supplies
\\\ P. Gardner, services as overseer
H. L. Garrett & Son, supplies
M. C. Gould, fuel
W. D. Grace, medical supplies
(jray & Prime, fuel
A. K. \V. Green, supplies
Benjamin Green, medical sup[)lies
John Hallam, supplies
John Holland, supplies
Nancy Hutchings, rent of tenement
132
57
Mrs. A. W. Johnson, rent of tenement $>T)6 oo
George H. Joy, supplies 72 5 i
W. O. Junkins, professional serviees 725
A. J. Lance, professional services 10 00
J. J. Laskey, supplies 34 t^
5
Robert R. Lear, supplies 66 90
John Leary, supplies 270 95
S. Maddock & Son, su[)])lies /^ 03
Geo. D. Marcy, cash paid out b}'
order of overseers 107 00
W. H. Moore, cash paid out by
order of overseers 72 75
Warrington Moulton, sui^plies 3 00
B. F. Mugridge, supplies 225 17
William Murph}-, supplies 14 43
Newton Bros. & Co. supplies 43 50
John Parkins, supplies 166 29
Payne & Walker, supplies 20 00
Payroll Overseers, 189 17
C. A. Parmenter, supplies i 50
P'rank Pearson, supplies 36 82
George K. Pender, Cit}- Ph)-sician 50 00
Pettigrew Brothers, shoes 33 85
H. Peyser & Son, clothing 5 00
O. V. Philbrick & Co. fuel 68 75
.S. V. A. Pickering, professional services i 50
A. L Prescott, services as nurse 61 00
A. P. Preston, medical su]oplies 16 50
Albert P2. Rand, supplies 103 58
Edward Russell, supplies 14 50
William Sladen, supplies 26 00
J. ¥. Slaughter, board of pensioner i 10
W. H. Smith, supplies 43 83
St. Joseph's Boys' Home, board and
care of children 60 00
58
St. Patrick's Orphanaj^'c, board and
care of children S 30 OO
F. S. Towlc, City Physician 68 cSg
C. H. Tucker & Co. supplies i 10 34
J. A. & A. W. Walker, fuel 49 00
C. F. Wells, supplies 131 41
j. S. Wendell, rent of tenement ^6 00
I. I-".. Woods, hack service i 75
John Woods, supplies 50 56
Water Works, use of water for pensionei's 30 OO
I. II. \'oun<;", su[)plies 113 (S8
John S. \'ounL:;. sui)i>lies , jy 58
CITV r'AKM.
Hoardman & Norton, medical sup[)lies
D. F. Borthwick, dry goods
J. H. Broui;'hton, lumber
R. Buchanan, oil
Di.xon & Mclntire, L;rain
J. O. Downs, provisions
H. H. Button, butter
G. B. French Co. dry g'oods etc.
H. L. Garrett & Son, supplies
W. U. Grace, medical supplies
Gray & Prime, coal
Benjamin Green, medical supplies
Almon Jenness, iron work, etc.
Geo. H. Joy, supplies
J. H. Mathes, wood
B. V. Mugridge, supplies
Peoples Oil Co. oil
Pettigrew Brothers, shoes etc.
G. v.. Philbrick, medical supplies
S '5
6o
j. ( ). Downs, supplies
\\ . II. l''a\', shoes and elothini;'
-Mary I-]. J-"ritz, rent
H. L. (jai'rett & Son, supjDlies
C. Ji (joodwin, meals furnished pensioner 2 10
M. C. Gould, fuel
W. D. Grace, medical supplies
(ira)' & Prime, fuel
Mi-s. I-'rank Hayes, ]odi;'in!2; furnished
H. C. Hewitt & Co., clothing-
John Holland, supplies
llouse of the Ang'el Guardian, board
and tuition
Xanc}" Hutchinj;"s, rent
Mrs. A. W. Johnson, rent
George H. Jov, supplies
Timoth)' Kile}', ser\-ices as overseer
A. J. Lance, professional services
Robert ]\. Lear, supplies
John Leary, supplies
Mrs. J. H. Lowe, board of pensioners
W. H. Lyons, professional services
S. Maddock & Son, supplies
C. H. Mendum, rent
\\\ H. Moore, cash paid out by order
of Overseers
W. I*. Murph)-, supplies
Peter W. Neal, care of jx-nsioner
Payne & Walker, supplies
George K. Pender, city physician, etc.
lulward Penderg'ast, services as overseer 25 00
3341
6i
F. J. Philbrick, Treasurer Home for
Aged Women $500 00
(). F. Philbrick & Co., fuel 5225
G. F. Philbrick, medical suj^plies 42 25
A. P. Preston, medical supplies 8 95
Albert H Rand, supplies 90 00
Charles K. Simpson, clothing" 6 50
William Sladen, supplies 157 88
W. H. Smith, supplies 86 94
Lewis K. Staples, supplies '9 54
St. Joseph's Boys' Home, board of
children 60 00
St. Patrick's Orj:)hanage, board of
children
F. S. Towle, professional services
C. H. Tucker & Co., supplies
lulwin Underbill, services as overseer
J. A. and A. W. Walker fuel
Harry A. Watts, professional services
C. h'rank Wells, supplies
J. S. Wendell, rent
James S. Wood, fuel
John Woods, supplies
J. H. Young, supplies
John S. Young, supplies
CITY FARM.
D. I-''. Borthwick, dry goods
Di.xon & Mclntire, grain
H. L. Garrett & Son, supplies
W. D. Grace, medical supplies
George H. Joy, supplies
W. F. Paul, stove fittings
30
62
I'ayne & Walker, supplies S 60 09
Peoples' Oil Co., oil 5 17
G. \\. Philbrick, medical supplies 11 11
Amanda Pickerini;, wood 72 50
Daniel Mason, wood 9 00
S. A. Schurman & .Son, farming tools, etc. 30 18
li'a C. .SeN'mour, shoeing horses and re-
pairs 12 29
y. O. Shannon, labor 25 88
J. W. Shannon, salar\' as superintendent 200 00
Lewis P2. Staples, dry goods 7 65
John S. Tilton, harness repairs 4 60
H. A. Veaton & Son, grain 74 88
3766 88
AID ro DEPENDENT SOLDIERS.
H. L. Garrett & Son, supplies $90 47
Recapitulation.
(ILT-D()()K I'EXSIOXEKS.
January i to July i $4,016 8}
July I to December 31, inclusive 5,665 26
1^9,682 09
CIT\' F.VKiM.
January 1 to July i $1,234 43
July I to December 31, inclusive 766 88
$2,001 31
AID TO DEPENDENT .SOLDIERS.
January i to July i $84 16
July I to December 31, inclusive 90 47
$174 65
63
Celebration luiiancipation Proclamation 3 26 70
$11,884 7Z
RECI-'.II'IS.
Recfived interest Austin Fund $ 26 70
Received interest Top{)an Fund 18 00
Received from J. W. Shannon, Su[)t.
City- Farm, balance of his ac-
count • 61 78
Received from board at City Farm 24 00
Received from City Treasurer ii>754 25
$11,884 -J},
REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF THE CITY FARM.




C. M. deRochemont, savvclust
Portsmouth Milling Co., stock
" " millint
M. Plaisted, baskets
C. E. Hodgxlon, ice
J. W. Shannon, cash paid out
City treasurer, cash to balance
$
SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
Overseers of the Poor and Superintendent of City Farm.
EXPENDITURES AT CITV FARM.
Superintendent's account $ 455 20
Overseers' account 2,001 31
$2,456 51
RECEIF^T.-
From farm ])n)duce $3^9 48
From board at farm 151 50
From interest Toppan fund 18 00
3558 98
Net expenses at farm 51,897 53
EXPENIMTL'RIlS ()\ERSEERS C)I- poor OUISIDE CITV IWRM.
Out-door pensioners 89,682 09
Aid to de]:)endent soldiers 174 63
Celebration l^nancipation Proclamation 26 70
39,883 42
Less received interest Austin fund 26 70
Net expenditures outside City Farm $9,856 ^2
^7
Inventory of Stock at City Farm December 3 J, 1899.
1 heifer $35 oo
1 heifer 40 00
I cow 50 00
1 horse i 2 5 00
,1 horse 150 00
2 hogs 3 5 00
6 shoats 30 00




I 3 tons of hay at 320.00 260 00
3 cords manure at S5-00 15 00
30 gallons vinegar 4 50
250 pounds pork 20 00
10 bushels carrots and }:)arsnips 7 50
8 bushels rutabagas 4 00
200 cabbages 16 00
6 bushels beans 19 25
90 pounds fish, 4 1-4 cents 4 00
3 barrels flour 12 50
60 pounds sugar at 6 cents 3 60
20 tons coal 1 10 00
13 cords wood 65 00
9 pounds tobacco 2 79
20 gallons kerosene, 11 1-2 cents 2 23
43 pounds tea at 35 cents 15 05
10 pounds coffee at 30 cents 3 00
I ox cart 70 00
1 iron roller 25 00
2 pairs wheels, axles, etc., i 5 00
I vault cart 5 00
55 bushels potatoes at 90 cents 49 50
I dump cart body 10 00










I democrat wagon, old
1 sleigh, S35.00 ; i pun ', S-5-00
I set double harness
I set chain harness
I harness
I robe and blanket
I robe and blanket








2 old horse rakes
I old mowing machine











I C(j()k stove and apparatus
Baskets, whitewash bench, ice tonics




Furniture, etc., in almshouse
S25
INVENTORY OF PROPERTY OF CITY OF PORTSMOUTH
For the Year Ending December 31, 1900.
KKAL ESTATE.
City farm and buildings $10,000 00
Court house and land 8,000 00
City hall 15,000 00
Spring Market, land and water ])riv-
lege . 1,500 00
Ward building on Maplewood avenue 1,000 00
Ward building and school room on
Water street 6,500 00
Store, Pleasant street, and land 500 00
Brick engine house. Court street 2,000 00
Wooden engine house and hose tower
on Court street 7, 500 00
Stable for street department 2,000 00
Gravel lot, South road 600 00
(jravel lot, Greenland road 1,400 00
Gravel lot, Lafayette road 500 00
Gravel lot, Lafayette road 100 00
(jravel lot, Sherburne road 100 00
Gravel lot. Sagamore road 100 00
Powder magazine and land 100 00
Pest Island 500 00
South Mill pond 5,000 00
Ledge, Sagamore road 800 00
Phigine house and land, Hanover St. 5,000 00
Land, Richards avenue 500 00
/ ^
Hospital for contagious diseases $3,000 00
Engine house, Bartlett street 4,500 00
$76,200 00
SCHOOL [ROUSES AND LAND.
High, Daniel street $20,000 00
Farragut; School street 20,000 00
Franklin, Maplewood avenue 2,500 00
Woodbur)-, Grave^lly Ridge 800 00
Cabot street 5,000 00
Plains 500 00
Haven, South School street 15,000 00
Lafayette road 500 00
Spalding, Bartlett street 2,000 00
Peabody, State street 2,000 00




Stock on city farm, including farming
utensils, provisions, clothing, fur-
niture $2,663 03
Furniture at city rooms 800 00
Furniture at court house 100 00









Stone crusher and steam engine
Drain pipe, sewer traps and grates
City clock. North church
City clock, ward room, Water street
Bell at ward room. Water street
Bell at Cabot street school house
73
855 shares of Boston & Maine rail-
road, market value $166,725 00
Property in fire department 38,225 00











































Support of poor ($500 to be paid Home
for Aged Women) 5,000 00




Sinking fund ^•'^oOO oo
Collector's commissions 1,700 00
Discount on taxes 7,000 00
Cottage hospital 500 00
City debt 2,500 00
Memorial day 200 00
Hydrant rental— to include all pay for
fountains and all water used for
purely municipal purposes, $2,500
of this amount to be applied to a
sinking fund 3,000 00
$225,780 57
Statement of Sinking Ftinds.
TO REDEEM I50XD ISSUE OF JULY I, 1 896.
24 City of Portsmouth Water bonds,
issue of Jan. i, 1892, and pay-
able Jan I, 1907, 4 per cent. $24,000 00
9 City of Portsmouth bonds, issue of
Jan. I, 1893, 4 per cent. 9,000 00
Cash on deposit Portsmouth Trust &
Guarantee Co. 641 24
$33,641 24
TO REDEEM P0RTS:M0UTH AND DOVER RAILROAD 150XDS,
ISSUE OF JAN. I, 1893.
City of Portsmouth Debt P^mding
Bond, issued Dec. 31, 1898, and
payable Dec. 31, 191
2
$65,000 00
855 shares Boston & Maine railroad
stock, market value 166,725 00
$231,725 00
75
Statement of Taxes J 900.
Amount of warrant committed to
collector "^^77^773 45








Number of dogs licensed by City Clerk 505
Amount received $1,202 00
Less fees allowed Sioi 00
Amount paid out as per dog license
account 284 50
Balance transferred to school account 816 50
>i,202 00
Statement City Debt December 31, 1900.
Date of Issue. Rate. When Payable. .A.inount.
Apr. I, 1886, 4 per cent. Apr. i, 1901 Si 0,000 00
Oct. 1, 1884, 4 percent. Oct. 1, 1904 47,000 00
Jan. I, 1889, 4 per cent. Ian. i, 1909 50,000 00
Nov. I, 1889, 4 per cent. Nov. i, 19 14 57,000 00
May I, 1894, 4 per cent. May i, 19 14 40,000 00
July I, 1896, 4 per cent. July i, 19 16 175,000 00




PORTSMOUTH AXI) DOVF.R RAILROAD ROXDS.
Reissue Jan. i, 1893, 4 per cent.
payable Jan. i, 191 3 $160,000 00
7^
\vati:k liOXDS.
Jan. I, i(Sg2, 4 per cent, payable
Jan. I, 1907, $160,000 00
Jan. I, 1892, 4 per cent, payable




City notes at N. H. National Bank
TKU.sr I'UXDS.
Legacy of Mary Clark
" Horace W. Haven
" " Daniel Au.stin
" Martha A. DeMerritt
" " Chri.stopher Toppan
" " James B. Parrott




L. W. Brewster's account 1891
J. L. Parker's account 1899
" " " 1900
Real estate sold for taxes
Cash on deposit
Amount at interest Ports. Savings
Bank (Parrott Fund)
Amount sinking fund provided for






















Amount sinking fund for the pay-
ment of bond issue of Jan. i,
1893 (City of Portsmouth Debt
Funding Bond) 65,000 00
855 shares Boston & Maine raih'oad
stock, market value $166,725 00
Water Works 325,000 00
Total assets $622,687 n
Summary.
LIAUILITIES.
Municipal bonds $444,000 00
Portsmouth & Dover railroad bonds 160,000 00
Water bonds 325,000 00
City notes 43,000 00
Trust funds 10,637 66
$982,637 66
Assets as per foregoing account 622,687 Z7






To the 1louorablc In'ard of Mayor and Aldcnncu :
Gentlemen :—The following is the report of the Treas-









Binding and replacing worn books
Insurance and insurance reserve
J. P. Sweetser's bill
R. I. Walden's bill
Moses Bros." bill
Library Bureau's bill 11 25
G. B. Chadwick & Co.'s bill 25 "^z
K. \\\ Trefethen and A. G. Johnston's
bills 24 15
J. H. Gardiner's bill 11 95
79
Interest received from bonds and banks S532 64
Balance of bequest under will of Miss
Mary D. Parker 38 00
Balance of bequest under will of Mrs.
Marcv E. Ladd 821 00
$2,707 64
Paid book committee for new books 532 64
Amount of deposit in Piscataqua Sav-
ings Bank 2,175 00
32,707 64
The following are the donors to the Invested Funds
account :
1883, Miss H. L. Penhallow g 1,000 00
1883, Miss Ellen Pickett J^ 00
1888, Mrs. Joshua Brooks 528 00
1889, Mrs. Mary Hackett Goodwin 150 00
1 89 1, Miss Louisa Simes 100 00
1898, Miss Charlotte M. Haven 6,000 00
1899, Miss Mary D. Parker 500 00
1899, Mrs. Marcy I^. Ladd 1,821 00
1899, Marcellus l^ldredge 5,000 00
$15-175 ""
The invested funds consist of
7 Portsmouth City 4 per cent, bonds,
at par $7,000 00
I County of Rockingham 3 1 -2 per
cent, bond, at par 1,000 00
Deposit in Portsmouth Savings Bank 2,500 00
Deposit in Portsmouth Trust & Guar-
antee Co. 2,500 00
So





Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 10, 1901.
7\) the Tnistccs of the Portsmouth Public Library :
I hereby certify that as holder of the escutcheon ke}' to
the safe deposit lock in the First National Bank vault, I
examined the box, the key to which is held by the Treas-
urer of the Public Library, and found therein : 7 bonds
of the City of Portsmouth 4 per cent, loan, of Si,000
each ; i bond Rockingham County 3 1-2 per cent, loan of
Si,000 ; and Savings Bank books with deposits amounting




Jaxiwrv 8, 1 90 1.
To the Board of I'rustccs of the Public Library :
The following is the report of the Librarian of the Pub-
lic Library for the year ending December 31, 1900.
Books in the Library Jan. i, 1900 16,472
Added during the year 600
Worn out, lost, etc. 79
Now in library • 16,993
Loaned during the year 40.813
In excess of preceding year 7''^^S
8i
Per cent, of fiction 6t,
Pamphlets 1,250
Cards issued 610
Monthly magazines on table 24
Amount of fines collected $87 34
Expended for periodicals and incidental items $7 1 86
On hand Jan. i, 1901 15 48
Gift of Water Color Paintinus bv Miss Foster 81
Donors
CITY MARSHAL'S REPORT.
Portsmouth, N. H., March 31st, 1900.
To the Board of Police Covimissioners :
Gentlemkx :— I have the honor to make the following
quarterly report, together with the amount of fines and
costs collected, amount expended and balance paid City






Brawl and tumult i
Drunks before court 32
Disobedient child 3





Keeping malt liquor for sale 3
Keeping spiritous liquor for sale 4
Keeping cider for sale 2
Larceny 5
Non-support of family 2
Obscene language i





Selling malt lic|uor i





Violating city ordnance i
Number of lodgers during quarter 272
Truant cards investigated 35
Store doors found open 7
Street lights reported out 6
Stolen property recovered $4 30 00
Amount of fines and costs collected $365 53
Received of G. Ralph Laighton for
bank watch 125 00
$490 53
Amount paid out for witness fees,
conveying prisoners to county
farm, etc. 57 52




The within report of the City Marshal for the City of
Portsmouth, N. H., for the quarter ending" March 31st,
1900, is hereby accepted and adopted as the report of the
Police Commissioners of said city.
ALFRP:D F. HOWARD,
JOHN P:. DIMICK, Clerk,
JOHN J. LASKEY,
Board of Police Coniniissioncrs.
84
ToKisMoL Til, X. II., June 30th, 1900.
To the r^oard of Police Comuiissioncrs :
Gextle:\ii:x :— I have the h(inur to submit the following
report with amount of fines and costs collected, also funds
expended for cjuarter ending at date.
CAUSE OF ARREST.
Assault 33
Brawl and tumult 3
Begging 4
Breaking and entering 16
Cruelty to animals 3
Drunks before the court 52
Deserters 3




Keeping malt liquor for sale 5
Keeping spiritous liquor for sale 2
Keeping unlicensed dog 5
Larceny 2
1
Malicious mischief i 5
Non-support of family i
Obstructing street car i
Profanity • 3
Runaway boys 3
Receiving stolen property i
Re-arrested on a mittimus i
Safe keeping 15






Violating city ordnance i
Violating fish law 2
Vagrant i
Patrol and ambulance called into service lo
Street lights reported out i
Amount of stolen property recovered and returned to
owners $549 53
Number lodged during quarter 237
Truant cards investigated 63
REPORT OF ROBERT E. HODGKINS, DOG OFFICER.
Number of dogs licensed 505
Number of female dogs 64
Number of dogs given for license 9
Number of dogs shot 30
Amount received by city for licenses $1,202 00
Owners of unlicensed dogs prosecuted 5
Amount of fines and costs collected $386 35
Received of G. Ralph Laighton for
bank watch
Received of Sheriff John Pender
Received of Judge ¥.. H. Adams
Amount paid out during quarter






The within report of the City Marshal for the City of
Portsmouth, N. H., for the quarter ending June 30th,
1900, is hereby accepted and adopted as the report of the
PoHce Commissioners of said city.
A. F. HOWARD,
JOHN E. DIMICK, Clerk,
JOHN J. LASKEY,
Police Coiinnissiojicrs.
Portsmouth, N. H., September 30th, 1900.
To the Board of Poliee Coniniissioiiers :
Gentlemen :— I hereby submit the quarterly report, to-
gether with amount of fines and cc^sts collected, and
amount paid out during quarter ending at date :
CAUSE OF ARREST.
Assault 20
Arrested for non-payment of fine i
Begging 1
2
Breaking and entering 3
Boarding house beat i
Breaking glass i
Brawl and tumult I
Drunks before the court 48
Deserters . 5
Disturbance on street cars 4
Highway robbery 4
Horse stealing 3
Interfering with an ofificer I
Insulting language i




Non-support of family i
Obstructing sidewalk i
Pickpocket i
Peddling without license 3
Profane language i
Selling malt liquor 2





Violating city ordnance 3
Lodgers during quarter • 62
Street lights reported out 45
Truant cards investigated - 4
Store doors found open and reported 7
Stolen property recovered and returned to own-
ers $1,476 00
Ambulance and patrol called into service 75
Amount of fines and costs collected $3 50 08
Received of G. Ralph Laighton for
bank watch . 125 00
Total $475 oS
Amount paid out during quarter 64 04




The within report of the City Marshal for the City of
Portsmouth, N. H., for the quatter ending September
88
30th. 1900, is hereby accepted and adopted as the report
of the Police Commissioners of said city.
A. F. HOWARD,
JOHN E. DIMICK, Clerk,
JOHN J. LASKEY,
Police Covunissioncrs.
Portsmouth, N. H., December 31st, 1900.
To tlic Board of Police Conuiiissioners :
Gp:ntlemen :—I have the honor to submit the following
quarterly report ending at date, together with amount of




Assault (aggravated) i 2






Breaking and entering 2
Brawl and tumult 2
Drunks before the court 42
Deserters 6
Disorderly conduct 3
Disorderly house i 3
Disturbance i
Escaped prisoner i




Passing liquor to prisoners i
Obtaining goods by false iiretences i
Runaway girls returned home 2
Selling short lobsters • 2
Safe keeping 1 8
Selling spiritous liquor 1
1
Truants 2
Violating city jjlumbing law i
Vagrant 3
Truant cards investigated 41.
Street lights reported out 14
Store doors found open 1
4
Amount of stolen property recovered and returned
to owners $975 00
Patrol wagon called into service 35
Amount of fines and costs collected S325 42
Received of G. Ralph Laighton for
bank watch 125 00
Total $450 42
Amount paid out for carrying prisoners
to county farm, witness fees, etc. 57 3^




The within report of the City Marshal for the City of
Portsmouth, N. H., for the quarter ending December 31st,
1900, is hereby accepted and adopted as the report of the









CITY OF PORTSMOUTH. N. H.
FOR THE YEAR ENDING JAN. 31.
1901.
PORTSMOUTH. N. H.




To the City Councils of the City of Portsmoiitli
:
Your B3arcl of Water Commissioners herewith submits
its annual report, covering the operations of the Water
Department from February ist, 1900, to January 31st,
1901, inclusive.
The payment by the cit\' to the Water Department of a
hydrant rental of three thousand dollars has resulted in a
restoration of the water rates to the old rate.
During the past year the Board has laid i 100 feet in
Maplewood avenue, 6 inch pipe ; 275 feet in Union street,
6 inch pipe; 800 feet in Middle road, 8 inch pipe; 2500
feet in Middle road, 12 inch })ipe ; 663 feet in South road,
12 inch pipe
; 500 feet in Melbourne and Wliipple streets,
2 inch pipe; 11 new h)'drants ; 41 new services, and 20
old ones relaid.
What was said in our last report concerning the in.
creased consumption of water by the citizens is borne out
in the past year, since the increase in water pumped in
1900 exceeds the amount pumped in 1899 by 14 per cent.
There is a table appended hereto showing the rain-fall
of the past year. The water level at both pumping sta-
tions is still low. The pumps at "Haven Springs," com-
monly called the "Reserve Station," have been constantly
pumping since August ist last, and are now being used.
The "Middle Road E.xtension," built during the past
year, connecting with the 4-in. pipe across the "Plains" to
the pumping station, completes a second and independent
main, and the placing of gates in the i6-in. main laid from
the pumping station to the standpipe, now makes it
possible to siipi)!}' domestic water takers in the cit)' from
either main independent of the other ; though, of course,
to a limited degree on the "Middle Street line ;" also in-
suring" an added fire pressure on the southwest section of
the city.
It is tlie intention of the Water Commissioners, as soon
as funds are available from current income, to replace the
4-in. pipe of this line with i2-in. to the pumping station and
to carry this main through South street to the end of
Union street and connect with the dead ends running" into
South street from cross streets.
There is herewith presented a tabular statement of the
number of gallons pumped during the past year, amount
of coal consumed, and the cost of pumping ; also a tabular
statement of the rain-fall of the past year, the original cost
of the water system in round numbers, statement of the
sinking fund, and statement of the receipts and expendi-
tures of the NVater Department for the past year in c|uite
detailed form.
Your Commissioners again wish to urge upon you the
fact that the books of the Department are open to your








STATEMKNT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR THE
YEAR 1900
Balance on hand from July i, 1000
RECEIPTS FOR I9OO.
Water rates 1898 $ 340 26
1899 6,066 59
1900, Jan to Jul $15,296 55




















Brick work for new door





Grading and turfing grounds
Building fences
Painting fences
Relaying stone wall in gallery
Lumber and labor repairing covers of
galleries at Fountain Head
Incidentals
MAINS AND SERVICES.
(General maintenance, repairing leaks,
relaying worn out services, put-















Treas. W. H. Page $79 17






Temporary loans to city
Surveys and plans
Repairs to house






















Monthly Consumption of "Water for the City of Portsmouth,
N. H., for the year ending January 31, I90I*


















Oil, waste and packing 176 09
Repairs and incidentals 634 28
Total $7,830 21
COAL CONSUMED YEAR ENDING JANUARY 3 I, I9OI.
Sherburne Springs station i, 309,579 pounds
Haven station 900,158 pounds
Total 2,209,737 pounds
Water pumped per lb. of coal 222.5
Cost of pumping 1,000,000 gallons to standpipe $15 89-I-
Cost of raising 1,000,000 gallons one foot $ .i059-[-
*Number of days on which rain or snow fell for the year
ending January 31, 1901, iii.
TOTAL PRECIPITATION BY MONTHS.




















*Snoza storms reduced equivalent to Rain falls.
Cost of Portsmouth Water Works in
Old Aqueduct plant
Pumping Station, boilers, etc.
Steam pumps and fixtures
Standpipe
Pipes and fittings (mains)
Labor, laying mains


























STATEMENT OF SINKING FUND.
City of Portsmouth Water Bonds, due 1907 $6,000 00
Interest received to Jan. i, looi 161 90
$6,161 90
The interest is deposited in Portsmouth Savings Bank.
CITY SOLICITOR'S REPORT.
To the City Councils of the City of Portsvioiith :
In accordance with Section 3, Chapter 6, of the com-
piled ordinances of the city, I submit the following annual
report :
During the past year I have had two claims referred to
me by the City Government : James R. Council vs. City
of Portsmouth ; Benjamin Atwell vs. City of Portsmouth.
The claim of James R. Council I disallowed ; and the claim
of Benjamin Atwell which was for damages suffered by
him caused by reason of a bend in the sewer in front of
his property. The city had been notified several times
during the past two years of this defect in the sewer and
had failed to make the necessary repairs, and at my sug-
gestion the claim was settled for forty-eight dollars and
fourteen cents, which was the amount it cost to repair the
damage to Mr. Atwell's property. All the suits in which
the city was a part have been disposed of as follows :
Julia A. Ham vs. City of Portsmouth was referred to
three arbitrators by the City Council, at my suggestion, to
place a fair value on the land through which the sewer was
laid and the city purchase the same at their price and re-
ceive therefor a warranty deed. The arbitrators reported
that Mrs. Ham ought to have seven hundred dollars for
the land, provided she had a right of way through "Willow
Lane," so called, which is the Easterly boundary of said
land, and six hundred dollars if said right of way did not
exist. This question was tried before a referee appointed
by the court and owing to the sickness of Mrs. Ham's
counsel during the last term of court, I have been unable
to make a final disposition of this case.
The claim of Gray & Prime was settled according to the
report of the referee who allowed them the face of their
bill with costs.
Portsmouth Brewing Company vs. City of Portsmouth
was settled by the assessors of taxes by giving them an
abatement of their tax. This case was settled after the
city had been sued and without my knowledge. At this
time I am glad to report that the city is practically free
from litigation. During the past year a large number of
complaints and warrants have been issued and prosecuted













To tJic Honorable 3Iayor and Hoard of Aldermen :
Gentlemen :— I have the honor to submit to you my
report of the condition of the department for the year end-
ing Dec. 31st, 1900, in compliance with the laws and ordi-
nances of the City of Portsmouth.
We have had during the year 15 bell and 19 still
alarms. Four of the bell alarms were in response to calls
for assistance out of town.
April I at 5.05 p. m. a call by telephone for assistance
w^as received from Nevvburyport. Col. Sise engine with
hose wagon and men responded.
June 2 at 4 A. M. a call by telephone for assistance was
received from Kittery. M. H. Goodrich engine and hose
wagon with men responded.
July 5 at 8.50 A. M. a telephone message was recei\'ed
from the Hotel Wentworth asking for assistance in fight-
ing a- large woods fire that was threatening property in the
vicinity of the hotel. Col. Sise engine with hose wagon
responded.
August 5 at 11.30 A. M., assistance was asked for to
fight a large woods fire that was threatening property be-
longing to Mr. Solomon Schurman. Col. Sise engine with
hose wagon and men and the Chemical engine responded.
Dec. 27 a still alarm was received at 1.20 p. m. for a fire
at the residence of Mrs. Charles H. Garrett on Deer
street, where a sad and fatal burning accident occurred to
Mrs. Garrett, her clothing taking fire from sparks from
the furnace and death resulting before assistance arrived.
The value of property endangered by fire where losses
have occurred, us near as can be ascertained, with the in-
surance carried and the amount of losses paid, is as
follows :
Value of property endangered $30,950 00
Damage to property endangered 4,164 04
Insurance on property endangered 21,936 00
Insurance paid on property endangered 3»839 04
Net loss above insurance paid 325 00
ORGAN IZATION.
The present force of the department is ninety-nine men,
consisting of ninety-three call and six permanent men, and
is divided as follows :—One chief engineer, four assistants,
one clerk, one superintendent of fire alarm, four steam en-
gineers, three stokers, six drivers and seventy hose and
ladder men.
HOSE.
We have eight thousand, five hundred feet of service-
able 2 1-2 inch cotton hose ; two thousand feet that is not
fit for fire purposes, and must be condemned, being old and
worn out, having been in service about seventeen years.
I would urgently recommend the purchase of one thous-
and feet immediately, so that the supply would be ample,
should any large fire take place.
EN'GINE HOUSES.
The Col. Sise engine house on Court street is in fairly
good condition. Since the last report the house has been
connected with the sewer and a new water closet put in.
The Central engine house will need some work done the
coming year, such as reshingling, new conductors and a
few other trifling repairs. I would again recommend a
new and larger boiler for heating purposes, the one now in
use being altogether too small for needs required. The
5
boiler lying in the city yard could be utilized to a good ad-
vantage for this purpose.
At the Hanover street engine house a great amount of
work ought to be done. The heating arrangement in this
house, as now arranged, is very expensive and should be
taken out at the earliest opportunity. I can assure you
the citv would save quite a sum each year in the expense
of coal. The building itself should have a general over-
hauling to make it safe and suitable for keeping fire appar-
atus in. The sills and flooring are fast decaying by reason
of dampness, there being no cellar under the building.
The nev\* engine house on Bartlett street ought to be
finished as soon as the finances will permit. A Winches-
ter hot water heater has recently been put in, and so far
has given perfect satisfaction. . A tapper has also been
added together with new curtains, etc.
\vati:k supPL v.
There are now one hundred and seventy-six hydrants,
eleven new ones being added during the past year. All
the reservoirs are connected with the city's supply (with
the exception of the Madison street reservoir) and are kept
full and are all in good condition. The Madison street
reservoir needs a new covering and should be attended to
at once.
..VPP.\R.\TUS.
The apparatus consists of four steam fire engines, (in
active service), one hook and ladder truck, one double tank
(sixty gallons each) Chemical engine, four hose wagons,
one supply wagon, two hose reels, and two hose sleighs,
all in good condition with the exception of Engines No. 2
and 3, which need overhauling and repainting. No. 2's
hose wagon and the Chemical engine also need painting
and varnishing, it being about ten years since they were
last painted. I would recommend having this done the
coming year. The old hook and ladder truck that has
been used for exercising, has been rebuilt over into a
wagon and is now a very valuable piece of apparatus for
the department's use, such as exercising the horses, haul-
ing hose, etc. It is being painted by Engineer Jones at
the Central station.
FIKE ALAK.M.
This branch of the service, and most vital, I am pleased
to say is in excellent shape under the careful supervision
of the superintendent, Mr. Ballard, who has worked faith-
fully, when his services were required either by day or by
night, to have the alarm in perfect working order at all
times. The greater part of the system has had a general
overhauling the past year, at a very small expense.
I would most urgently recommend the adoption of the
storage battery instead of the gravity .system now in use,
it being much more reliable, and less expensive. The
cost of installing this system would be about $700, and
the expense per year for charging with electricit}' from
$30 to $35. The expense for maintaining the present
system the past year was $204.89, this is quite an induce-
ment for the adoption of the storage system when the city
can save each year nearly $175.00.
ANNUAL PARADE.
The annual parade of the fire department took place on
Thursday, Sept. 20th, and like the former ones was a
grand success.
HORSES.
The department owns eight horses, seven of them being




Amount expended from Jan. i, 1900 $14,558 79
Amount appropriated 13,500 00
Exceeded appropriation $1,058 79*
*Thi.s amount ($1,058.79) being in part made necessary
by the company organized for the new engine house on
Bartlett street.
COXCLUSIOX.
Now a word in closing as to the members comprising
the different companies of the department at the present
time. It being composed of active young men who are
heartily interested in its welfare and the protection of life
and property from the devouring element, I feel safe to
say that no more conscientious or willing body .of men and
who deserve the praise of all our citizens can be found in
any fire department of a New England city.
Rut if it were free from politics and all political in-
fluences, would it not still be better for the city's interest-
and a still better improvement to the department. ?
To His Honor, the Mayor, and Gentlemen of the City
Government, to the Police Department, and to the Officers
and Members of the Fire Department my sincere thanks




FIRE ALARMS IN J9C0.
Still. Jan. 6, 3.15 [>. m. Fire in Advent church;
cause, overheated furnace ; extinguished by Chemical en-
gine company; value of building, $2,500; insurance on
building, none ; value of contents, $600 ; insurance on con-
tcnt.s, none ; damage to building, $2 ; damage to contents,
$17.00.
Still. Jan. 18, 8.05 a. m. Chimney fire in residence
of George Wallace on Deer street. No loss.
Box 14. Jan. 20, 10.00 p. m. Fire in blacksmith
shop on Market street, occupied by George A. Trafton ;
value of building, S500 ; insurance on building, none
;
value of contents, $1200 ; insurance on contents, $250.00 ;
loss on building, $10 ; loss on contents, none.
Still. Jan. 24, 9.35 p. m. Chimney fire in shop of
George B. Chadwick on Linden street ; no loss.
Box 67. Feb. 25, 1 1. 1 5 p. m. Fire in residence
owned by Frank S. Newton ; and occupied by Frank S.
Newton and Susan B. Webster ; cause, dropping of lighted
lamp ; value of building, $3,500 ; insurance on building,
$2,500 ; value of contents, $1,600 ; insurance on contents,
$1,086; insurance paid on building, $2,500; insurance
paid on contents, $700.
Box 37. March 3, 11.35 ^- "">• I^'^'C iii house on Ls-
lington street, owned by the Portsmouth Shoe Co., and
occupied by J. W. Miller ; no loss.
Still. March 6, 6.15 p. m. Fire in house owned and
occupied by James Coughlin on Atkinson street ; cause,
drying clothes over stove ; Chemical engine responded ;
value of building, $1,500 ; insurance on building, $1,000 ;
value of contents, $500; insurance on contents, $500;
insurance paid on buildihg, $60 ; insurance paid on con-
tents, :5ioo.
Box 8. April i, 5.05 p. m. Call for helj:) from New-
buryport.
Still. May 5, 10.30 a. m. Chimney fire in house oc-
cupied by Arvilla Palmer on Market street ; no loss.
Box 26. May 30, 7.05 a. m. Fire in house on Marcy
street, owned by Mrs. Dennis O'Neil, and occupied by
Howard Dunton and George Beyer ; cause, defective
chimney; value of building, $1,200; insurance on build-
ing, $1,000 ; damage to building, $300 ; insurance paid on
building, $125; value of contents, $200; insurance on
contents, none ; damage to contents, $20.
Box 23. June i, 8.50 a. m. Fire in house on Wash-
ington street, owned by Beiij. F. Webster, and occupied
by Daniel DeValentine and others ; cause, unknown ;
value of building, $2,000 ; insurance on building, $1,600;
damage to building, $50 ; insurance paid on building, $40 ;
value of contents, $300 ; insurance on contents, none.
Box 8. June 2, 4.00 a. m. Call for help from Kittery.
Still. June 4, 11.40 a.m. Burning of pitch shed in
the city } ard ; total loss ; hydrant stream was used by the
men from the Central station.
Still. June 2, 10.45 P- ""'• Burning of sleepers on
Nobles' island ; no loss.
Still. June 23, 12.20 p. m. Chimney fire in house
of Mrs. Hill on Vaughan street ; no loss.
Box 25. July 4, 10.45 ^- ''•''• 1^1''^ ill unoccupied hou.se
off Gardner street, owned by the heirs of William Lear ;
cause, fire cracker ; value of building, $500 ; insurance on
building, $400 ; damage to building, $50; insurance paid
on building, $40.
,
Still. July 4, 6.45 p. m. Vhc in shed on Vaughan
lO
street, owned by B. F. Canney ; cause, fire cracker ; no
loss.
Box cS. July 5, 8.30 a. m. Call for help from Hotel
W'entworth.
Box (:>"], July 10, 4.00 p. m.. Box 8, July 10, 4.30 p. m.,
Box 'j'^, July 10, 4.35 p. m. Call for help from the Hayes
farm.
S'JiLi.. July 20, 10.00 a. m. Chimney fire in house of
Mrs. Whitney on Hancock street ; no loss.
Box 84. July 28, 8.10 a. m. Fire in barn on Inroad
street, owned by the heirs of James Miller, and occupied
by Mrs. Walker ; cause, burning sulphur ; value of build-
ing, $150 ; total loss ; no insurance.
Box 8. Aug. 5, 11.30 a. m. Call for help from Schur-
man farm; cause, woods burning; loss, $150; no in-
surance.
Box 25. Aug. 6, 2.30 }). m. Fire in dwelling house
owned by W' illiam Frazer and occupied by C. M. Hayford ;
cause, developing pictures ; value of building, $1,000 ; in-
surance on building, $1000 ; damage to building, $60.04 ^
insurance paid on building, $60.04 - value of contents,
$700 ; insurance on contents, $600 ; damage to contents,
$225 ; insurance paid on contents, $214.
Still. Aug. 17, 10.02 a. m. Chimney fire in house
on Wendell street, occupied by Patrick McLaughlin ; no
loss.
Still. Sept. 4, 4.50 ]3. m. Fire in woods near the
residence of Thomas Leary ; no loss.
Still. Sept. 20, 11.50 a. m. Called to the residence
of Mark H. W^entworth ; cause, building of a furnace fire ;
no loss.
Still. Sept. 27, 7.55 a. m. Chimney fire in Franklin
block ; no loss.
SriLL. Oct. 25, 9.00 p. m. Fire in the Pearce block
1
1
on Daniel street and occupied by H. W. Nickerson
;
cause, defective chimney; value of building, $13,000 ; in-
surance on building, $12,000; damage to building about
$10 ; insurance paid, none.
SiiLL. Oct. 31, 6.40 p. m. Called to building on
Vaughan street, occupied by H. AT. Wiggin and others as
a blacksmith shop, and paint shop ; cause, burning of
paint and oily rags ; no loss.
Sriri.. Dec. 11, 2.10 p. m. Fire in stable rear of
Vaughan street owned by the Hanuuond Beef Co. ; cause,
bows setting fire to hay ; no loss.
Still. Dec. 17, 1.15 p. m. h'ire in house on Hill
street occupied by John Horton ; cause, clothes falling on
stove ; loss, about $10.00.
Still. Dec. 27, 1.20 p. m. Fire in house on Deer
street occuj^ed by Mrs. Chas. H. Garrett ; cause, clothing-
caught from furnace fire ; loss, about S50.00.
ROLL OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Board of Engineers-
,
JOHN D. RANDALL, Chief Engineer.
Jdiix E. Harmon, ^
Major S. Langdon, ! a • .u . t-





Henrv p. Payne, Clerk of P'ire Department.
W'm. Bai,lard, Superintendent of Eire Alarm.
Sagamore Engine, No. I.
Charles D. Varrell, Captain.
Thomas A. Moran, Lieutenant.
Michael E. Canty, Clerk.
John Murphy, Michael McCarthy,
George E. Kay, Thomas Kilroe,
George Cogan, Wilbur P"rizzell,
Edward Pendergast, Christopher Newt )n,
C. J. O'Keefe.
Col. Sise Engine Company, No. 2.
Chas. W. Weaver, Captain.
Ered S. Knovvles, Lieutenant.
Willard M. Gray, Clerk.
P'rank Moore, Steward.
Walter M. Bickford, George Snow,
George E. Cox, Dennis Long,







Kearsarge Engine Co., No. 3.
Calvin D. Lear, Captain.
Fred N. Jones, Lieutenant.













Moses H. Goodrich Engine Co., No. 4.
Levi Little, Captain.
J. Morrison Varrell, Lieutenant.
Chas. H. Kehoe, Clerk.













Chemical Engine, No. 5.
Eugene J. Hoyt, Driver, permanent.
Willard S. Fernald, Assistant Driver, permanent.
W. J. Sampson Hook & Ladder Co., No. I.
Will F. Woods, Captain.
Chas. E. Grover, Lieutenant.
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L)a\icl ]i. Juiikins, Clerk.
Willis V. Pindei-, Steward.
John Mercer, George H. Ducker,
John A. Meloon, Joseph H. Morrill,
Horace S. Spinney, A. Frederick Barutio,
Robert M. Herrick, Edward A. Ackley,
Samuel O. Gardner, Jo.seph \V. Adams,
Harris T. Morrill.
Supply Wag-on Company.
William H. Phinney, Fred l\ Folsom,
Stacy G. Moran, Robert Davis.
Engineers, Firemen and Drivers.
EN(;iNEEKS.
William Hudson, Steamer No. i.
Daniel N. Cox, Steamer No. 2.
George N. Jones, permanent. Steamer No. 3.
George H. Smart, Steamer No. 4.
FIREMEN".
Frank J. Obrey, Steamer No. i.
Frank E. Osgood, Steamer No. 2.
Augustus Ham, Steamer No. 4.
DRIVERS.
John Ham, permanent. Hook & Eadder, No.
San Juan Gra}', permanent, Steamer No. 3.
Dennis Lynch, permanent, Hose No. 3.
Chas. F. Tucker, supply wagon.
Schedule of Property Belongfingf to the Fire Departirxnt.
Hook and Ladder truck.
Property in P^ngine room, No. i.
No. 2.
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Property in lingine room, No. 3.
<' " " No. 4.
" Chemical Engine house.
" Supply Wagon house, including exercising
wagon, hose sleighs, supply hose reel, etc.




Property in charge of J. A. & A. W. Walker.
" " " Veteran Plremen's Association.
Exercising wagon $ 300 00
Hook and Ladder truck 2,200 00
Property in Engine room. No. i, in-
cluding engine 4,000 00
Property in Engine room. No. 2, in-
cluding engine 4,500 00
Property in Engine room. No. 3, in-
cluding engine 4,600 00
Property in Engine room, No. 4, in-
cluding engine 4,700 00
Property in Chemical P2ngine house 2,400 00
Propert}^ in Supply Wagon house, in-
cluding wagon 325 00
Property in Hose Tower 6,400 00
Property in Drivers' room 200 00
Fire alarm telegraph 7,300 00
hjght horses 1,800 00
$38,725 00
i6
Inventory of Articles in Charge of Central Station.
KxciixK.— Built by Amoskeag Manufacturing' Co. of
Manchester, N. H. : 3 pieces of suction ])ipe (27 feet,)
10 feet rubber hose, 2 army coats, 4 lanterns, i torch, 2
play pipes, i pair blankets, i mallet, i sh(;vel, 1 iron hoe,
I axe, I crow-bar, i sheer, i raker, 2 fire hats, 2 fire
buckets, 2 monkey wrenches, 3 hammers, i Stillson
wrench, i chisel, i screw driver, 6 miscellaneous wrenches,
4 pump wrenches, 3 wheel wrenches, i whip, i small step,
I cape wrench, i vise, 4 small oil cans, i rest, i hydrant
connection, i mat, i piece of small canvas hose for hy-
drant connection, i piece of soft canvas suction hose for
hydi'ant connection, I double harness.
Hose Wagon.— Built by Abbott-Downing Co. i)f Con-
cord, N. H. : 700 feet cotton fire hose, 5 i)lay pipes, 2
h>astman nozzles, i spray nozzle, 2 Callaghan shut-off noz-
zles, I common nozzle, 2 hydrant wrenches, i hydrant
socket wrench, 8 ladder straps, 6 spanner belts, i 5 span-
ners, I Cooper hose jacket, i pair extra reins, 2 horse
i)lankets, i whip, 8 rubber coats, 7 army coats, i canvas
cover, 17 fire hats, 4 pairs rubber boots, 2 lanterns, 2 pony
extinguishers, i axe, i plaster hook, i crow-bar, i East-
man holder, 2 pairs extra breeching straps, i pair rope
traces, i harness.
Engine Room.— 2 large oil cans, 2 dusters, 3 chamois,
I piece small rubber hose, i dust j^an and brush, 2 long-
straps, 2 strainers, i iron jack, i wooden jack, 2 fenders,
I switch board, i indicator, 21 1-2 yards matting, i clock,
5 extra bridles, i gas stove, i wash boiler, 15-lb. coffee
can.
HooR AND Ladder.— Built by Gleason & Bailey of
New York: 332 ft. ladders, as follows : One 60-ft. exten-
sion, one 50-ft. extension, one 30-ft. roof ladder, two 25-ft.,
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one i6-ft., one 33-ft., one 28-ft., two 20-ft., one 15-ft., one
lo-ft. ladder ; 18 fire hats, 2 crow-bars, 2 slice bars, 3
drag; ropes, 6 axes, 5 brooms, 3 shovels, 5 forks, 4 rakes,
6 short picks, 5 long picks, 2 pony extinguishers, i 7 rub-
ber coats, I small can, 5 lanterns, 5 fire buckets, i wire
cutter, 5 army coats, i patent bar, i ladder footer, i set of
yokes, 2 snow shovels, 2 blankets, i hammer, 2 sets of
dogs, 3 extension ladder handles, 2 sledge hammers, I
small rope, i ladder lengthener, 2 wheel wrenches, i seat
cushion, 6 charges for pony chemicals, 9 ladder straps, 2
monkey wrenches, i pair blankets.
Hose Tower.— 2,600 feet cotton hose, 2 hose tubs, i
oil can, 4 shovels, i axe, i hoe, 2 splices, i raker, i poker,
I small brush, i fire shovel, 2 pairs of steps, i bushel
basket, 2 wooden horses, 2 axe handles, 9 leather patches,
4 spanner belts, 3 lbs. rubber gaskets, 30 bars soap, 12
cans silicon, 6 charges for pony extinguisher, 2 small tun-
nels, set of tools for repairing hose, i pair of pole climb-
ers, 100 pieces, 125 each, 3-4 rope for drying hose, 125
pins, 50 feet small rubber hose, i window brush, 5 lan-
terns, 4 large snap hooks, 2 old signal lanterns, i monkey
wrench, 1-4 cord of wood, 6 snow shovels.
• Sleeping Quarters.— 5 spring beds, 5 bedsteads, 5
hair mattresses, 7 pillows, 5 ward-robes, 24 sheets, 13 pil-
low slips, 5 comforters, 6 double blankets, 3 window shades
and fixtures, 3 pairs lace curtains, i clock, i looking glass,
I carpet, 3 curtain poles, i marble shelf, i house broom, i
brush broom, 4 chairs, 2 door screens, 3 window screens,
I switch board, i tapper, i steam guage, 8 face towels.
Work Shop.— i screw driver, i extension bit, i bench
hook, I glue pot, i set Jenning's bits, i fore plane, i
smooth plane, i rip saw, i back saw, i drawing knife, i
oil stone in box, i bit brace, i hammer, i mitre square, i
one-half inch chisel, i one-inch chisel, 2 one and one-half
i8
inch chisels, 3 gimlet hits, i hand saw, i oil can, 6 paint
brushes, 5 files, 6 dozen wood screws, i lb. glue, i grind-
stone, I woj-k bench, i gouge.
B.\Tii Room.— i bath tub, i looking glass, i towel rack,
I rug, 1 paper rack, 6 rolls toilet paper.
Old Court House.— 50 lbs. cotton waste, about 10
tons cannell coal, 5 lbs. excelsior, i syphon pump for hose,
1 piece of suction hose, i 5 lbs rotten stone, 20 coal bags,
more or less, i machine for thawing out frozen h\drants,
2 lanterns, 2 hose pungs, about 1,500 feet condemned
hose, I Bangor ladder.
Supply Wagon.—2 tubs, 2 ])ails, 2 lanterns, 2 East-
man's deluge sets and holders, 2 rubber coats, i copper
tunnel, i horse blanket.
Supply Jumper.—700 feet cotton hose, 3 spanners, 2
spanner belts, 2 lanterns, 2 cranks, 2 wheel wrenches, 3
ladder straps.
Inventory of Articles in Charge of Sagamore Steam. Fire
Eng-inet No. 1.
Engine.— Built I3)' Amoskeag Manufacturing Co. of
Manchester, N. H. : i hammei", i screw driver, i monke):
wrench, 4 fork wrenches, i swivel coupling, 2 play pipes,
1 oil can, 2 fire buckets, 3 pieces of suction hose (i piece,
8 feet ; 2 pieces, 10 feet ;) i strainer and bucket, i shovel,
I poker, I hoe, 1 slice bar, 2 pieces rubber hose (8 and 10
feet,) I rubber coat, i screw jack, 15 feet 3-4 rope, i re-
ducing coupling, I piece of canvas hose for steamer con-
nection, I piece of small canvas suction for hydrant con-
nection, 2 step ladders, i bag of waste, i can kerosene oil,
I 1-2 can of polish, i 1-2 can machine oil, 2 cans axle
grease, i dust pan and brush, about 1-2 ton cannel coal, i
mop, 2 brooms, i watering pot, 4 lanterns, 2 feet of split
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wood, 2 water pails, i window brush, i scraper, about i
1-2 tons stove coal, 5 cross arms, and abcnit 35 pounds of
wire for fire alarm, 2 horse blankets.
Hose Wagon.—Built by Talbot and Moulton, Portland,
Maine : 700 feet of linen hose, 4 fire hats, 8 souwesters, 12
rubber coats, 2 pairs rubber boots, 3 play pipes, 2 Calla-
han shut-off nozzles, i axe, 6 belts, i Star extinguisher, 8
spanners, 5 ladder straps, 2 play-pipe tips, i hammer, 1
Cooper hose jacket, 3 lanterns, one 24-foot extension lad-
der, one 1 1 -foot ladder, I hydrant wrench, i suction-hose
coupling, 2 blankets, i pair of runners, i pole, i pair of
lead bars.
Inventory of Articles in Chargfe of Col. Sise Engine Co.,
No. 2.
Engine.—Built by Amoskeag Manufacturing Co. : 3
pieces of rubber suction hose, i piece small rubber hose, i
piece canvas hose for hydrant connection (small,) i piece
canvas hose for hydrant connection (large,) 3 lanterns, 2
play pipes, i strainer and bucket, 2 fire buckets, i whip, 3
monkey wrenches, 2 hammers, i screw driver, 1 1 miscel-
laneous wrenches, 3 cold chisels, 2 oil cans, i hand torch,
I axe, I shovel, i crow bar, i slice bar, i hoe, i reducing
coupling, I mallet, 5 spanners, i suction rope, i saddle, i
cushion, 21 valves, 2 horse blankets, i pair lead bars, i
shovel, I ash pan, 2 rubber coats, i double she coupling.
Hose Wagon.—Built by Abbott-Downing Co. of Con-
cord, N. H. ; 1200 feet cotton hose, 4 play pipes, 3 lan-
terns, I torch, 5 nozzles, i double coupling, 16 rubber
coats, I respirator, 2 hydrant wrenches, 5 pairs rubber
boots, 8 ladder straps, 4 spanner straps, 7 spanners, i can-
vas covering, i crow-bar, i plaster hook, 9 fire hats, i axe,
I cushion, i long piece of 3-4 rope, i Underwriter's fire
extinguisher, i Cooper hose jacket.
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P2ngine Room.— I foot of wood, 2 tons of coal, i clock,
I wheel jack, i jack screw, i large stove and funnel, i gas
stove and rubber pipe, 2 tin boilers, 6 window screens, 3
tables, 23 chairs, 6 curtains, i signal box board, i tapper,
I automatic switch, 3 frames, 3 snow shovels, 4 brooms, 2
step ladders, r coffee boiler, 3 water pails, i bench vise, i
duster, 2 wash basins, i coal hod.
Inventory of Articles in Charge of M. H. Goodrich Engfine
Co., No. 4.
Engine.—Built by S. S. Nichols & Co. of Burlington,
Vt. : 2 pieces suction hose, bucket and strainer, i piece
canvas suction hose (large,) i piece canvas suction hose
(small,) 2 play pipes, i shovel, i hoe, i poker, 2 fire buck-
ets, 4 lanterns, i torch, i swivel coupling, 2 spanners, i
hydrant wrench, i suction spanner, 5 cold chisels, i ham-
mer, I file, 3 screw drivers, 3 screw wrenches, i large
screw wrench, i Stillson pipe wrench, i small wrench, i
packing hook, 3 wheel wrenches, i slice bar.
Hose Wagon. Built by Abbott-Downing Co., of Con-
cord, N. H. : I pair of shafts, 1 100 feet cotton hose, 3
play pipes, 4 lanterns, 14 rubber coats, 2 rubber suits, 5
army coats, i hydrant wrench, 2 respirators, i hand saw,
2 axes, I crow-bar, i Cooper hose patch, 5 nozzles, 6 lad-
der straps, 7 spanner belts, 14 spanners, 16 fire hats, i
Underwriter's fire extinguisher, i pair rubber boot.s, i
plaster hook.
Engine Room.— I snow shovel, one 3-gallon can, i
house broom, i brush broom, i wheel jack, i bench vise'
I step ladder, 19 chairs.
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Inventory of Articles in Charg:e of Chemical Engfine, No. 5.
Chemical Engine.—Built by Charles T. Hollovvay, of
Baltimore, Md. : i pair swing harness, 400 feet chemical
hose, 2 rubber coats, 2 pairs rubber boots, 2 lanterns, i
ext. ladder, 12 hose nozzles, 2 vitriol bottles, i mallet, 2
large soda cans, 2 small soda cans, 3 wrenches, i short
piece of hydrant hose, i whip, 2 wheel wrenches, i hy-
drant wrench, 3 spanners.
Stable.— i pair horses, 3 extra bridles, 2 extra horse
collars, I hoe, 2 rakes, 2 stall pans, i grain chest, 2 cribs,
I watering trough, i hay fork, i shovel, 2 brushes, 2 curry
combs, I mane comb, i mane brush, i scraper, i pair stall
doors, 2 surcingles, i screen door, 5 window screens, 2
sponges, 4 horse blankets, 2 tons hay, about 800 pounds
straw.
Engine Room.— i pair harness hangers, i carboy of
vitriol, 2 snow shovels, 2 kegs of soda, i pair hub runners,
I vitriol pitcher, i kerosene can, i mop, i step ladder, 3
ash pans, i hot water heater, i poker, i tuber cleaner, i
sliding pole, i switch board, i automatic switch, i indica-
tor, 36 yards hemp carpeting, i stove.
Inventory of Property of Fire Alarm Telegfraph.
One 4-circuit repeater, 4 galvanometers, i switch board,
4 plug switches, 6 electric light protectors, 117 i -gallon
jars battery, 75 zincs, 6 coppers, 50 lbs. line wire, 10
glass insulators, 2 rubber insulators, 9 glass battery jars, 5
wood brackets, 3 wood pins, 100 lbs. blue vitriol, i stand
for batteries, i chest for vitriol, i gas stove, i repeater
(nickel) case, 33 alarm boxes, i No. 2 bell striker, i No. 2
automatic whistle machine, i steam gong complete, 3 indi-
cators, 4 tappers, i piece rubber hose antl nozzle, i ther-
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mometer, 2 jack knife switches, 6 extension pieces, 3 ex-
tension pieces with cross arms, 4 cross arms, 2 back boards
for boxes.
Inventory of Property in charge of Engineer's Room.
One desk, i table, 6 chairs, i carpet, i hat rack, i spit-
toon, 5 pictures, 2 frames, 6 keys for fire alarm boxes, i
lot of stationery, etc.
Inventory of Property in charge of J. A. & A. W. Walker.
One 4-wheel hose wagon, 350 feet cotton hose, i play
pipe.
Inventory of Property in charge of Veteran Fire
Association.
Two hundred fifty cotton hose, 2 1-2 inch.
RESERVOIRS.
Location. Gallons.
One on Market square, brick ^ 20,000
One on School street, brick 18,000
One on Pleasant street, brick 15,000
One on Austin street, brick 12,000
One on Haymarket Square, brick 30,000
One on Hanover street, (engine house yard) brick 63,000
One on Boston & Maine railroad, brick 37 '^'^^
One on Union street (connected with Madison
street,) wood 8,000
One on Madison street, stone 45,000
One on Dover street.
The reservoirs on Market Square, School street. Pleas-
ant street, Austin street and Haymarket Square are con-
nected with the water main, so that we have an inex-
haustible supply of water at all times.
LIST OF LOCATION OF HYDRANTS.
Signifies steamer connection. tMeans four-way hydrant.
Albany street, opposite Jones' cooper shop.
Austin street, opposite Winter street.
*Austin street, at Dr. Heffenger's.
Bartlett street, near Morning street.
Bartlett street, corner Woodbury avenue.
Bartlett street, opposite Pine street.
Bow street, corner Ceres street.
*Bo\v street, opposite Chapel street.
Bow street, near office of Portsmouth Brewing Co.
Bridge street, corner of Deer street.
Broad street, near Jeremiah Goodwin's house.
Broad street, near Jones av-enue.
Broad street, corner Rockland street.
Broad street, corner Lincoln avenue.
Cabot street, corner Austin street.
Cass street, corner State street.
Cass street, between State and Middle streets.
Charles street, corner Atkinson street.
*Chestnut street, corner Portor street.
Clinton street, corner Stark street.
Congress street, corner Chestnut street.
^Congress street, corner Pleet street.
fCongress street, corner High street.
*Court street, between Mark and Rogers streets.
*Court street, near Fleet street.
*Court street, corner Pleasant street.
*Court street, corner Washington street.
Court street, corner Atkinson street.
Court street, corner Water street.
Daniel street, corner Market Square.
*Daniel street, between Penhallow and Linden streets.
*Daniel street, corner Chapel street.
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*Daniel street, near Navy Yard lanclii\L,^
Daniel street, corner Bow street.
*Deer street, opposite B. & M. )-ailroad restaurant.
Deer street, corner Vaughan street.
Deer street, corner Higli street.
*Dennett street, at Ward & Co.'s distillery.
*Dennett street, corner Thornton street.
Elwyn avenue.
*Gates street, corner Water street.
Gates street, corner Mechanic street.
Green street, at office of Daniel Littlefield.
Hancock street, corner Manning street.
* Hanover street, corner Rock street.
Hanover street, corner Parker street.
*Ha\vthorne street, corner Miller avenue.
Hanover street, corner Bridge street.
Hanover street, corner Vaughan street.
*Hanover street, corner Fleet street.
Hanover street, near corner High street.
*High street, corner School street.
*Highland street, opposite Merrimac street.
*Hill street, between Vaughan and Bridge streets.
*Hill street, corner Autumn street.
*Hunking street, corner Mechanic street.
Islington road, opposite Barberry lane.
*Islington street, opposite Frenchman's lane.
*Islington street, opposite Bartlett street.
*Islington street, corner Cass street.
Islington street, near corner May street.
Islington street, near corner Union street.
*Islington street, near corner Cabot street.
*Islington street, opposite Cornwall street.
Islington street, corner Brewster street.
*Islington street, corner Pearl street.
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Islington street, corner Tanner street.
*Islington street, corner Bridge street.
Jefferson street, corner Liberty street.
Jones Brewing Co.'s yard.
Lincoln avenue, corner Park street.
Lafayette road, near Miss Smith's.
Marcy street, corner Manning Place.
*Marcy street, at Meeting House Hill.
Marcy street, corner Pleasant street.
Marcy street, corner Salter street.
Marcy street, near South School street.
Madison street, opposite Austin street.
Manning street, opposite Howard street.
*Maplewood avenue, at S. L. Davis'.
*Maplewood avenue, near S. W. Emery's.
*Maplewood avenue, near John Mooney's.
*Maplewood avenue, opposite R. Clyde Margeson's.
Maplewood avenue, near corner Dennett street.
Maplewood avenue, opposite Prospect street.
fMarket street, corner Ladd street.
*Market street, corner Hanover street.
Market street, opposite Wm. Ward & Son's office.
Market street, corner Russell street.
Market street, at office of T. E. Call.
McDonough street, near corner of Dover street.
*McDonough street, opposite Salem street.
McDonough street, opposite Rockingham street.
McDonough street, corner Langdon street.
Middle street, corner Portor street.
Middle street, near house of Miss Ann W. Peirce.
Middle street, corner Richards avenue.
Middle street, corner Miller avenue.
*Middle street, opposite Cabot street.
Middle street, corner Union street.
Middle street, corner Wibird street.
*A'Iiddle street, opposite Cass street.
Middle street, opposite West street.
^Middle street, at Charles E. Walker's.
Middle road, near Mr. McCarthy's.
Middle road, near Plains.
*Middle road, near Frank Newton's.
*Middle road, opposite Spinney road.
^'Middle road, near Jas. Schurman's house.
*Middle road, near Redden's house.
* Middle road, near ice house.
*Middle road, opposite Trueman's house.
Miller avenue, opposite Merrimac street.
*Miller avenue, corner Highland street.
*Miller avenue, corner Spring street.
Miller avenue, near South street.
Morning street, near Mrs. Reed's.
Myrtle street, opposite Wm. Varney's.
*Northvvest street, at A. C. Hoyt's.
Newcastle avenue, at C. H. Tucker's.
Newcastle avenue, corner of Marc)' street.
Pine street, corner Stark street.
*Pleasant street, near Gates street.
* Pleasant street, corner Manning street.
Pleasant street, near Universalist church.
*Portsmouth Shoe Co.'s yard, h>ast luul.
*Portsmouth Shoe Co.'s yard. West Knd.
Pumping Station, Portsmouth Water Works.
Raynes avenue, corner Maplewood avenue.
••Richards avenue, at J. M. Sheldon's.
Richards avenue, corner of Rockland street.
Richards avenue, corner Lincoln a\'enue.
Russell street, opposite Wall street.
Sagamore road, near South End.
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Sagamore road, opposite Raitt's house.
*Sagamore road, near entrance to Hall farm.
*Sagamore road, corner Jones avenue.
*Sagamore road, corner Little Harbor road.
Sheafe street, between Penhallovv and Chapel streets.
*State street, opposite Madison street.
State street, corner of Union.
*State street, corner (Jabot street.
*State street, at C. E. Hatch's.
State street, at J. K. Manning's.
State street, corner Middle street.
*State street, corner Fleet street.
f State street, corner Fleet street.
*State street, corner Penhallow street.
*State street, corner Chapel street.
fState street, opposite Water street.
South street, opposite Johnson's Court.
South street, opposite A. B. Trefethen's.
South street, corner Mt. Vernon street.
South street, corner Broad street.
South street, near G. B. Randall's.
South street, corner Lafayette road.
Summer street, at Catholic church.
Thornton street, opposite Sparhavvk street.
Thornton street, opposite Stark street.
fUnion street, corner Austin street.
Union street, near Wibird street.
Union street, corner Lincoln avenue.
Vaughan street, opposite School street.
*Vaughan street, corner Maplewood avenue.
Vaughan street, corner Jackson street.
Washington street, corner Richmond street.
*Washington street, corner Gates street.
Washington street, corner Pleasant street.
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*Water street, corner Charles street.
W'ibird street, between Wibird Place and Hawthorne
street.
*Wibird street, corner South street.
*\Vo()dbury avenue, corner Morning street.
Woodhur)' avenue, opposite Thornton street,
tj. A. & A. W. Walker's wharf, rear of office.
PORTSMOUTH FIRE ALARM TELEGRAPH.
A Correct List of Boxes and Keys, Their Locations and Instructions,
Issued June, J 900.
Box 5. Cor. Dennett and Thornton streets. Key.s at
Wm. Hudson's, 45 Dennett street, Wm. Hunter's, (cor.
Dennett and Thornton streets,) Byron Dame's, 48 Dennett
street.
Box 7. Cor. Dennett street and Maplevvood avenue.
Keys at P. E. Woods', 39 Maplevvood avenue, N. N. Whit-
ney's, 6 Dennett street, John Milton's store and G. R.
Palfrey's store, Maplevvood avenue.
Box 8. Police Station. [For assistance out of town.]
Key at Police Station.
Box 9. Cor. Deer and Vaughan streets. Keys at B.
& M. railroad station, N. A. Walcott's store, M. Leigh-
ton's, 36 Vaughan street, R. H. Hall's, 31 Vaughan street,
W. S. Lord, 21 Deer street.
Box 14. Cor. Market and Russell streets. Keys at S.
B. Lurvey's, 18 Russell street, J. A. & A. W. Walker's
office. Night Watchman at Concord railroad wharf, W. H.
Staples' store, Market street.
Box 16. Cor. High and Hanover streets. Keys at
Mrs. W. V. Noyes', 24 High street, (cor. Hanover St.,) G.
W.Green's, 15 High street, Pendexter's shop, 13 Han-
over street.
Box 17. Cor. Daniel and Bow streets. Keys at
Portsmouth Brewery, Gas House, J. H. Broughton's office,
Daniel street.
Box 19. Cor. W'ater and Court streets. Keys at J. J.
Pletcher's, (cor. Court and Water streets,) Mrs. Annie J.
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Dixon's house, (opposite corner,) O. L. Johnson's, (cor.
Court and Liberty streets.)
Box 23. Cor. State and Washington streets. Keys at
Russell's store, Mrs. \V. Freeman's, 35 State street, Mrs.
Martin's, 39 State street, Leibrock's bakery.
Box 24. Cor. Gates and Washington streets. Keys at
J. F. Adams', 27 Washington street, D. H. Trefethen's, 3
Gates street, P. M. Spinney's, 31 W'a.'?hington street.
Box 25. South Wardroom. Keys at J. W. Sovversby's,
62 Marcy street, Fdward Russell's, 69 1-2 Marcy street,
C. M. Hayford's, Meeting House Hill.
Box 26. Haven Schoolhouse. Keys at S. M. Joy's, 4
South School street, G. R. Woods', i i South street, A.
M. Gardner's, 10 1-2 South street.
Box 28. Cor. Broad street and Lincoln a\'enue. Keys
at Mrs. J. H. Hutchinson's, 7 Lincoln avenue, (corner
Broad street,) W. W. Mclntire's, 12 Lincoln avenue, (cor-
ner Broad street,) L. G. Davis', (corner Broad and High-
land streets.)
Box 29. Cor. Wibird and Hav>'thorne streets. Keys
at John S. Tilton's, 40 Wibird street, Frank Pike's, Haw-
thorne street, Mrs. John McCaffery's, 29 Wibird street,
Michael Sheridan's, 46 Wibird street.
Box 32. Middle street Church, corner State street.
Keys at C. H. Clough's, 89 State street, S. Dodge's, 102
State street, (cor. Middle street,) John H. Cheever's, 91
State street, Rockingham house.
Box 35. A. li. Rand's store. Middle street. Keys at
Rand's store, li. F. Hall's, 52 Middle street, C. ¥. p:ast-
luan's, 54 Middle street.
Box ^y. Cor. Lslington and Cass streets. Keys at J.
Young's store, (corner Islington and Cass streets,) G. H.
Smith's, 86 Lslington street, Robert Miller's, 84 Islington
street.
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Box 28. Eldredge's Brewery. [Pri\-ate.] Key at Brew-
ery.
Box 39. Spalding" Schoolhou.sc, Bartlett street. Ke)'s
at C. C. Charlsen's, i Clinton street, Henry Newick's,
(cor. Bartlett street and Woodbury avenue,) G. H. Alton's,
17 Bartlett street.
Box 41. Cor. Austin and Summer streets. Keys at
Mrs. Jas. W. Wingate's, 5 Austin street, (cor. Summer
street,) Chas. Richards', 9 Summer street, (cor. Austin
street,) B. F. Lombard's, Summer street, (corner Austin
street.)
Box. 43. Cor. Cabot and Islington street. Keys at
Hiram C. Locke's, 54 Islington street, (corner Cabot
street, )Mrs. Charles A. Green's, 45 Cabot street, 39 Is-
lington street, (corner Cabot street,) W. H. Fay's, 48 Is-
lington street.
Box 45. Portsmouth Shoe Factory, Islington street.
Key at Shoe Factor)-.
Box 46. Cor. McDonough and Brewster streets. Keys
at Portsmouth Machine Shop office. Miss Ann Nugent's,
3 McDonough street. Ward & Co.'s store, McDonough
street, James Moran's, (corner McDonough and Brewster
streets.)
Box 48. Cor. Hanover and Bridge .streets. Keys at
Haddock's store, James Kehoe's, 21 Bridge street, Mrs. J.
Critchley's, (cor. Bridge and Hanover streets,) Grain Ele-
vator.
Box 5 I . Cor. Market and Bow staeets. Keys at W.
E. Paul's store, A. N. Wells', 55 Market street, J. J.
Hill's, (corner Ceres and Bow streets.)
Box 53. Kearsarge House, Congress street. Keys at
Kearsarge House, E. W. Cochrane's stable, Henry R.
Stoddard's stable, Currier & Dunbar's lunch rooms. Con-
gress street.
Box 58. Police Station. Key at Station.
Box 63. Cor. Miller avenue and Rockland street.
Keys at Andrew P. Preston's, (corner Rockland street and
Miller avenue,) E. M. Jewett's, (corner Rockland street
and Miller avenue,) PYed H. Ward's, i Miller avenue.
Box 6"] . Cor. Middle street and Lafayette road. Keys
at John F. Leavitt's, Middle street, Charles E. Walker's,
xMiddle street, W. C. Walton's, Middle street, Charles E.
Trafton's, (corner South street and Lafayette road.)
Box 75. Cor. Woodbury and Echo avenues. Keys at
Ira Whidden's, Echo avenue, James Garland's, Woodbury
avenue, Charles E. Hodgdon's, Woodbury avenue, H. W.
Pearson's store, Woodbury avenue.
Box 78. Junction Lslington street and Spinney road.
Keys at Harry J. Freeman's, Islington street, Morley But-
ton Factory, Islington street, D. W. Wardwell's, Spinney
road.
Box 84. Cor. South street and Sagamore road. Keys
at Michael J. Grififin's, (corner Richards avenue and South
street,) Mrs. Alfred Goss', 12 Miller avenue, Jeremiah
Goodwin's, Broad street extension, E. C. Matthews, South
street.
Box 86. .Sagamore road, near Little Harbor road.
Keys at A. A. Carey's, Little Harbor Road, Wm. Dunn's,
Sagamore road, J. R. Holmes', Sagamore road, Frank Tre-
fethen's. Sagamore road, Mrs. Fuller's, Sagamore road.
Also, keys will be found in the hands of the engineers,
and the regular police.
INSTRUCTIONS TO KEY-HOLDERS AND CITIZENS.
I. Upon the discovery of a fire, notice should be im-
mediately communicated to the nearest alarm box. Keys
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are generally found at the houses nearest the box, and
with the police.
2. Key-holders, upon the discovery of a fire or positive
information of a fire, will unlock the box, pull down the
hook once as far as it will go without jerking and then let
go. Shut the door but do not try to remove the key, as
it is locked in by a trap lock and can only be removed by a
release key, which is carried by each of the Engineers, and
they will as soon as convenient release and return it.
3. All persons giving fire alarms are requested to re-
main by the box a moment, and, if no clicking is heard in
the box, pull down again ; if you still hear no clicking, go
to the nearest box and give an alarm from that.
4. Never signal for a fire seen at a distance. Never
touch the box except to give an alarm of fire. Give an
alarm for no cause other than actual fire. Dotit give an
a/arm for a cJiivuicy fire.
5. Never let the key go out of your possession unless
called for by the Chief Engineer. Ifyou change yonr res-
idence or place of business zvhere the key is kept, return the
key to the Chief Engineer.
6. Owners and occupants of buildings are requested to
inform themselves of the location of alarm boxes near
their property ; also all places where the keys are kept.
Be sure the alarm is promptly and properly given.
7. All alarms will be sounded from the North Church
bell, the steam gong at Electric Light Station, also the
whistle at Eldredge's Brewery, and repeated three times.
8. One blow will be struck each day at 8.30 a. m. ;also
Cambridge time will be struck each day at 12.30 p. m.,
from Fred L. Martin's store.
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SCHOOL SIGNALS.
Two blows repeated three times at 7.45 a. m., cancels
the forenoon session for all schools; 8.15 a. m., cancels
the forenoon session for the four lowest grades and the
kindergartens ; 12.45 p. ^^-i cancels the afternoon session
for all grades; 1.15 p. m., cancels the afternoon session
for the four lower grades.
CHIMNEY FIRES, ETC.
In case a fire is only in a chimney, or is one that in the
judgment of the discoverer may easily be extinguished
without the aid of the entire fire department, the chemical
engine may be promptly summoned by a message to the
chemical house from one of the following telephone sta-
tions :
Chief Engineer's House.
Central Fire Station, Court street.
Police Station.
Eastern railroad Telegraph Office.
Eldredge's Brewery Office, Bow street.
Frank Jones' Farm.
Frank Jones Brewing Co., Islington street.
Morley Button Machine Co., Islington street.
Portsmouth Shoe Co., Islington street.
C. E. Walker, Water street.
J. A. & A. W. Walker, Market street.
H. A. Yeaton & Son, Bridge street.
John Grant, Woodbury avenue.
Thomas Entwistle, Cabot street.
Cottage Hospital.
Electric Light Station, Bow street.
R. E. Hannaford, P'lorist, New Castle avenue.
Charles H. Tucker, Marcy street.
Harmon Brothers, Daniel street.
Albert E. Rand, Middle street.
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ALARM FROM ANOTHER BOX.
After an alarm is given, and before the department is
dismissed, should an alarm be given from another box, all
unemployed companies will respond.
RULES FOR EXERCISING HORSES.
It shall be the duty of the drivers of Engine No. 3,
Hose N. 3, Chemical Engine and Hook and Ladder Truck
to exercise the horses every day, weather permitting, ex-
cept Sundays, the same to be done within the following
limits :
CENTRAL STATION.
North to State street, east to Water street, south to
South Mill bridge, west to Union street.
HANOVER STREET STATION.
North to North Mill bridge, east to Market street,
south to Hanover street, west to Dover street.
Drivers must confine themselves to the above, and in
no case take their horses beyond the prescribed limits ex-
cept for shoeing, and, in case of fire, without permission
from the Chief or an Assistant Engineer. In exercising,
care must be taken to avoid colliding with other teams.
In approaching corners, crossings, street car tracks, and in
gomg down grade, the speed of the horses must be
checked. Any driver violating these rules will be liable









FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 3:
i900.

ORGANIZATION OF BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
1 899- 1 900.
Hon. E. E. McIntire, Chairman, cx-officio.
Henry C. Morrison, Secretary.
r Arthur C. Heffexger, Term e.xpires August i, 1901
j Henrv p. Payne, " " 1901
}
D.\NiEL F. Borthwick, " " 1 90
1
1^ Lucru.s H. Thayer, " " 1901
[J. Edward Pickerinc;, " " 1902
j Calvin Pacje, " " 1902
1 Charles E. Hodgdox, " " 1902
I^CjEORciE W. McCar'ih\', " " 1902
C'JoHN Pender, " " 1903
j Richard \. Walden, " " 1903
I
Sherman T. Newtox, " " 1903
(^ ICdward H. Adams, " " 1903
Hexky C. Morrison, Superintendent of Schools.
Office hours:—8.15 to 9 ; 12 to 12.30, every school day,
at Central office of the Department, 52 State street.
Standing Committees.
Tex I' Boors—Hodgdon, Pender, McCarthy-.
Salaries— HefTenger, Pickering, Hodgdon.







Tkaixixc; School- -Pender, Hodgdon, Pickering. •
4
High School ODmmittee.
Ali"Ki:i) (iooDiM., Term expires August i, 1901
John Pi:m)i:k, " " 1902
Cai.xin Paok, " " 1905
District Committees.
No. I— Heffenger, Hodgdon, Payne.
No. 2— Pender, Thayer, McCarthy.
No. 3—W'alden, Newton, Adams.
REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.
To iJic Board of lustriictiou.
Gentlemen :—The orders on the city treasurer ch-awn by
the school department for the year 1900 have amounted to
^36124.92 as follows :
SAI.AKIIIS
Teachers and sui^erintendent . . . $27849.83
CAKI-: oi" i;Lii.i)iX(is.
Salaries of janitors .
J"i:.\ r- !!()(> KS AM) SUI'l'I.ll'.S.
(iinn & C(jmpany
American Book Co.
D. C. Heath & Co.
Prang Educational Co.
Aliyn & Bacon
Thomp.son, Brown & Co.
The Morse Company
Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
Werner Book Co.
Maynard, Merrill & Co.
Harper & Bros.
The J. L. Hammett Co.
Robert M. Brown
Edward E. 15abb & Co.
Silver, Burdett & Co.
Hoyt & Dow .
Pryor & Matthews .
A. P. Wendell & Co.
A. R. Andrews
John P. Sweetser & Co.
Eimer & Amend
Longmans, Greene & Co
Wad.sworth, Howland & C
Sibley & Ducker
Henry Holt & Co. .
L. E. Knott A])paratus Cc
Carter, Rice & Co. .
P^agle Pencil Co.
G. & C. Merriam Co.
Benjamin Green
Joseph Gillott & Sons




Bertha A. Colburn .








































C. I. Pinkham .
R. M. Brown .
R. H. Beacham & S(
R. I. Walden .
K. P. Gerould & Co
Times Publishing C(
E. E. Babb & Co.




Hoyt & Dow .
Library Bureau
J. P. Sweetser





H. C. Hewitt & Co.
Vena J. Rothwell
C. S. Drowne .
G. W. Twombly
L. H. Thayer .
E. F. Brackett
Arlo Bates
L. W. Brewster & Son
N. H Telephone Co
Geo. B. PVench Co.
Republican Associat
R. C. Margeson
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The net increase in the expenditures of the school de-
partment during the past year has been somewhat above
tlie average increase of the last ten years; exactly, $851.32
as compared with $800.13, the average for ten years.
The increase has, however, fallen entirely on the salar\-
accounts, the increase in the salaries of the teaching force
being S981.80 and in those of janitors, $48.03. The total
expenditure for other accounts is $5390.31 as against
$5568.23 for the year 1899, showing" a saving of $177.91.
The actual saving on these accounts has been much
greater, since at the beginning of the year there were on
the books bills to the amount of over $600 in excess of
the corresponding present indebtedness, which is slight,
representing only those bills contracted subsequent to the
December meeting of the Board of Instruction.
In spite of this considerable saving in contingent ex-
})enses, large purchases of text-books have been made, and
the equipment of apparatus for the study of physics and
chemistr}' in the High School has been replenished and
expanded at large expense. In the bookkeeping of the
central office, numerous items have been entered to the
account of free supplies, which formerly appeared in the
account of miscellaneous purchases. This reduction has
been effected chief!}' through better econoni)- in the use of
paper and similar supplies and in the purchase of miscel-
laneous articles. The existence of any considei'able
miscellaneous account must be regarded as more or less a
reproach to the bookkeeping of the central office.
In connection with the summary of expenses for the last
decade, I deem it not out of place to venture a few sug-
gestions concerning economy of administration. An}'
thoughtful consideration of the expenditures of the school
department can hardly fail to disclose the fact that there
is small margin for the saving of mone}'. True econom}',
lO
which I interpret to mean getting the largest possible re-
turn for every dollar invested in the accomplishment of a
given work, may often involve a larger total expenditure
than false economy. With the school department, the
efficiency of the work done will vary very closely as the
expenditure on two accounts, namely tlie salaries of
teachers and the text-books account.
In the case of the two accoimts just named, there is
not much likelihood of waste. Generally speaking, the
more money spent on teaching and on the supply of good
text-books, the larger benefit will the children reap from
the schools. Our ratio of pupils to teachei's shows a
tendency to rise beyond economical limits; it should prob-
ably be kept at a maximum of 30. I{\en that means
from 40 to 50 ]3upils under man)' of the city teachei's.
The cost of instruction per pupil has shown a decided de-
crease during the past year, just as the number of pupils
per teacher has increased,—not necessarily an healthy
sympton.
The care of the text-book equipment of the city is a
matter of no small concern. There are at present in the
possession of the department over 16,000 text-books of all
kinds, and in the preservation of this property there is
opportunity for waste.
For the past eighteen months a clerk has been employed
at the central office to account for text-books and supplies,
and the office is gradually developing a system of book-
keeping fitted to care for this part of its business. I am
satisfied that the saving of the past year is chiefly to be
attributed to this better method of business administration,
and that the years to come must show a greatly improved
economy in this direction.
Money should be generously spent during the coming
year on the text-book account. Many of the text-books
1
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now in use have been used continuous]}-, probably since
the first adoption, and are no longer in decent condition.
Many more are constructed on principles which have long-
been abandoned in the best practice. Both classes should
be replaced with up-to-date works. In addition, new-
books, especially in the domain of supplementary reading
in English and in modern language, should be purchased.
In the case of the other four of our six accounts, vary-
ing degrees of reduction without impairing the efficiency of
the work of the schools are possible. Absolutely, it is
hard to expect great saving in the expenditure of $4000,
only one-ninth of the total expended, considering the work
it has to do; but doubtless continued study will tend to




REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.
To the lloard of fiis/r/wfioii.
(ii:NTi,i:Mr.x: I ha\e the honor to submit herewith my
annual report on the work and the conditions of the Ports-
mouth I^ibHc Schools.
I.
The year which has ])assed since the last report was
issued from this office has not been marked by numerous
or important changes in the administi"ation of large school
interests, nor b\' j^rofound modifications in the theor)' and
practice of teaching or in educational philosophw
Idle annual meeting of the National lulucational As-
sociation was held in Charleston, S. C. during the second
week in Jul}'. The \arious investigations conducted by
this association, gathering and reducing as thev do the re-
sults ot the experience of all the more prominent teachers
and schools in America, ha\'e come to afford to the pro-
fessi(Mi its surest guidance. It is of the highest import-
ance, both to itself and to the nation, that the policy of
every educational communit\" in the land should be closely
related to the acts of this national association. I quote
herewith a jiortion of the Declaration of Principles enunci-
ated at this \ear"s meeting.
"A democrac}- j^-ovides for the education of all its chil-
dren. To regard the common schools as schools for the
unfortunate and the less well-to-do, and to treat them as
such, is to strike a fatal blow at their efficiency and at
democratic institutions; it is to build up class distinctions
which ha\'e no proper j:»lace on American soil. The pur-
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]X)se of the American common school is to attract and to
instruct the rich, as well as to provide for and educate the
poor. Within its walls American citizens are made, and
no person can safely be excluded from its benefits.
We note with satisfaction the rapid extension of ])ro-
vision for adequate secondary and higher education, as
well as for technical, industrial, and commercial training.
National prosperity and our economic welfare in the \ears
to come will depend in no small measure upon the trained
skill of our people, as well as upon their inventi\-eness,
their persistence and their general information.
Every safeguard thrown about the profession of teach-
ing, and every pro\ision for its proper compensation, lias
our cordial approval. Proper standards—both general and
professional—for entrance upon the work of instruction,
security of tenure, decent salaries, and a systematic jjcn-
sion system, are indispensable if the schools are to attract
and to hold the service of the best men and women of the
United States; and the nation can afford to place its chil-
dren in the care of none but the best."
As the evolution of the society in which we live goes
on, the social needs which the public school must satisfy
are changed, and apparently enlarged, to such an extent
that an efificient management of public school interests
must constantly be on the alert to adjust its policies to
new needs. It finds perhaps that it must undertake a
duty formerly accomplished by the home; that a part of its
instruction can now safely be left to the later experience
of the child ; that it must fulfill more serious duties of
goveriiment than before. It would be a matter not with-
out its own interest to trace the changes in the popular
conception of the function of public instruction from that
conception in which mere information was the first and
only demand to that in which the development of indi-
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^iclual power and moral integrity arc of chief importance.
It is not too much to say that among the duties laid
upon the public schools for the Year of Grace 1901 the
duty uppermost in the minds of the vast majorit)' of
American citizens is the obligation to develop in the chil-
dren and )"outh of the nation that public conscience and
moral strength which has alwa}s been most necessary to
the maintenance of good government and, in the last
anal}sis, to the preservation of societ)'. I shall take oc-
casion to discuss this matter in its relation to your own
schools in another pari of this rej^ort, deeming it sufficient
at this point to urge upon }()u its importance as the
practical basis of the administration of the Portsmouth
schools for the immediate tuture.
History of the Year— liiirolhncut.—During the year for
which this report is made, the schools have shown a con-
tinuance of their growth in numbers, save that the in-
crease in average membershij) was nearly twice as great
for the year 1 899-1900 as for an)- preceding )ear. The
attendance also has been slightl}' better than during the
preceding year.
Health of the Schools.—During the fall term just closed,
the schools have suffered somewhat from the prexalence
of contagious diseases. An epidemic of scarlet fever,
which had been threatened for several months, took on a
more serious sha})e in the months of October and Xt)vem-
ber, and, while no school was closed, work in the Farragut
and Whipple Districts was seriously disturbed. At the
same time a mild form of small i)o.\ appeared in the city
and the h'arragut School was ordered closed b\ the Boaitl
of Health as a precautionary measure. The school re-
mained closed during the larger j)art of one week. At
the beginning of the present school }ear, in accordance
with the request of the .State Board of Health, rigid
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examination of the school children was made and those
who had escaped vaccination were reqnired to submit
themselves to the process.
The thanks of the School Department are due to the
Board of Health that the schools have been saved from
the prolonged interruption which has been found necessary
in man}" other communities, during the fall term.
J^arcuts Mccfiu^i^s.— I took occasion in my last annual
report to refer to the increasing need of closer relations
between parents and teachers and the need of undertak-
ing some systematic way of bringing about this end. The
beginnings of such a system were made during the spring
term and the}' have been carried further into effect in the
term just closed. The arrangements thus far have con-
templated two chief ends ; first, to bring about an under-
standing by both i)arent and teacher of the conditions
under which the}' respectively work ; and, second, to dis-
seminate in the communit}' more accurate information of
the objects and needs of modern public school work. The
methods emjiloyed have been three. First, the extended
utilization of such social relations as teachers ha\e already
established with the homes of theii" jKipils b}' personal
calls and similar means ; secondly, the appointment by the
teachers of regular out-of-school hours during which they
ma\' be found in their school-rooms for conference with
parents individualh' ; thirdlw b}' the holding of parents'
meetings at which woi'k is displayed and some effort is
made at explanation.
I wish to commend the interest and \-igor with which
the teachers, for the most part, undertook this work.
The}' devoted themselves to it willingly and that at no
small extra effort on their part.
Such work on the part of the teachers as has been de-
scribed was reenforced bv a treneral citizens' meeting held
1
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by the Board of Instruction in Philbrick Hall on the even-
ing of May 31, at which Superintendent Samuel T. Dut-
ton of BrookHne, Mass., was the principal speaker.
So far as we have gone with this matter, it seems to me
to have promised well and with the experience gained it
ought to develop in the coming year into a better ef-
ficiency.
The TcacJicrs.—There has been about the usual number
of changes in the teaching force, a complete list of which
will be found in an appendix. At the end of the last
school year Principal Robert M. Brown of the High
School resigned the position which he had held for two
years, in order to undertake postgraduate study in Harvard
University. In July Mr. Allen H. Knapp of Canton, N.
Y.,was elected to fill the vacant position, and he undertook
the administration of the High School at the beginning
of the school year in September.
At the close of the fall term, Miss Florence A. Ham,
Principal of the Training School, was granted leave of
absence for the remainder of the school year, in the ex-
pectation that she would be sufficiently recuj^erated at the
expiration of her leave to undertake again the duties of
her position.
II.
Tin-: WORK OF JHK YEAR. rili: MICH .SCHOOI..
To the High Seliool Coiinnittee.
Gentlemen :— I beg to offer herewith my annual report
on the work and conditions of the Portsmouth High school
for the year ending Dec. 31, 1900. I also submit the re-
port of the Principal.
Speeial hnportajice of High Sehool.— I wish to repeat
the statement which I urged upon your attention in my
last report, namely, that in certain important respects the
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development of the schools of the city rests most heavily
upon the High School. I am strongly of the opinion that
the High School is actually of more importance to the
school department than it is to itself ; that it affects the
general educational tone of the city more through its influ-
ence upon the efficiency of lower schools than by its own
immediate effect upon the community through its gradu-
ates. Here is the present source of recruitment for the
teaching force ; here is the end toward which the work of
all lower schools is constantly looking, the standard above
which it will not rise. On account of this wider import-
ance, I have thought it proper to discuss the High School
problem in another part of this report.
(ivoivth of the School.—The High School has shown in
late years a steady growth, above and beyond what could
be attributed to the increase in the city's population. The
enrollment of the school, 250 students during the past
term, is just double that reported by the first report of
Superintendent Morss. The immediate antecedents of this
growth are creditable to Portsmonth schools. In the first
place, about 90 per cent, of the pupils graduating from the
grammar schools at the end of the last school year entered
the High School, a percentage which is far in excess of that
common in other places ; furthermore, above 50 per cent,
of those entering school remain to graduate. In the sec-
ond place, the number of non-)esident pupils paying tuition
for the privileges of this school is large and increasing ;
during the fall term of 1900, these pupils constituted 16
per cent, of the whole school.
The present size of the High School is entirely be)ond
the capacity of the equipment which we have at hand for
its instruction, beyond both the building and the teaching
force. So long as present conditions prevail, the school
must suffer both in scholarship and in school life, being
IcS
i;ivcn insufficient altention for one and inadequate space
and encouragement for the other. If the present con-
(Htions of buiichng and faculty must continue, I strongly
recommend the exclusion of non-resident pupils. With
more adequate equipment, this part of the constituency
would he an element of great strength both to the school
and to the city, but at present it means the withdrawal of
more than the whole time of one of the eight teachers
from the instruction of the children of the citizens of
Portsmouth.
For further information I beg to refer )"ou to the report
of the Principal.
C/iaui^cs Ihirnij^- t//c Yciii\—During the present }ear, the
school has come under a new administration. The only
other change has been in the department of modern
languages ; Mrs. May G. Avirett, who had been in charge
of that department for two years, left the school at the end
of the last school year for a similar position in Asbury
Park, N. J., and she was succeeded by Miss Marion Locke
of Andover, Mass.
I give herewith the statistics of enrollment for the }"ear
closing June, 1900 ; a summary of statistics for ten years is
added.
Whole number enrolled - - . - 237
Average number belonging - - - 214
Average daily attendance - - - 208
Per cent of attendance - - - - 97
Number not absent nor tardy - - - 41
Instances of tardiness - - - - 209
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REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL OF THE HIGH SCHOOL
Mr. Henry C. Morrison, Superintendent of Sekools.
I desire to submit the folli \vin_i;- report of the High
School for the year 1900 :
Registration.—The number of pupils registered in Sep-
tember was two hundred fifty. Compared with former
years, this shows a marked increase in the size of the
school. The enrollment for the year immediately preced-
ing was as large as for any previous year. However, two
hundred fifty pupils on the list give an increase of about
ten per cent in the size of the school. All the classes, ex-
cept the senior class, which numbers thirty-one as against
thirty-seven last year, are larger. Forty-one of the total
number are non-resident pupils who pay tuition at the rate
of twenty-five dollars a year. Various causes, as elective
courses, free text-books, electric connections with the sub-
urbs, and the general prosperity of the community may
be assigned for the growth of the school.
Graeiuating Class.—The graduating class last June nunr
bered thirty-four : twcnty-tw^o girls, and twelve boys. Of
these, five were in the Classical Course, ten in the Latin
Course and nineteen in the General Course. Seven entered
college in the fall, as follows : three at Dartmouth, two at
Durham, one at Harvard and one at Smith. One entered
the Providence, R. I., Normal school, four entered the City
Training School for Teachers, and four are continuing
their studies in the High school.
Bui/ding.—During the summer vacation the building
was put in good condition. Notable improvements were
made by concreting the basement, removing the old porch
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and painting the front of the imilding-. New slate black-
boards were added in two rooms, rrevious reports from
the High School Principal and the Superintendent have
stated that the limits of the capacity of the building had
been reached. When, therefore, it became necessary to
accommodate twenty more pupils at the beginning of the
fall term, a serious problem j^resented itself. By putting
in front seats in three rt)oms, and thus reducing the space
formerly giyen to the passage of classes, all were pnjyided
with seats.
No amount of money expended on the present building
can ever make it adequate to the needs of a modern High
school. During the passing of classes the narrow corri-
dors and still narrower stairways become badly congested.
During recess the pupils are necessarily turned into the
adjacent streets because there is no play ground or campus
where health giving e.xercise can be enjoyed.
Still more serious is the question of the ventilation. At
present there is no provision made for this most important
requirement, so far as the health of the occupants of the
building is concerned. The only means of changing the
air is by the somewhat primitive method of opening the
windows. It is constantly a question whether windows
shall be opened and pupils exposed to cold draughts or left
to breath impure air, which is constantly becoming more
polluted, not only because of being breathed over repeated-
ly, but also on account of the aqueous vapor constantly
given off by insensible perspiration, and by wet or unclean
clothing which is easily the means of carr\ing disease
germs into the school.
It is impossible to open windows without cold air blow-
ing on the pupils, because the rooms are so crowded that
pupils are obliged to remain near the windows at all times.
The result is that the least apparent of two evils is usually
chosen and pupils sit for hours in aimosphcre that is caus-
ing headaches, inattention, weariness, stupor and perma-
nent physical injury. Certainly pupils and teachers must
fall far short oi their best work and constantly expose
themselves to harmful conditions so long as no efficient
method of ventilation is provided.
The best authorities assert that not less than from two
thousand to three thousand cubic feet of fresh, warm air
should be supplied every hour for each person, and as much
foul air remo\ed. This can only be accomplished bv arti-
ficial means in buildings properly planned and constructed.
I am well aware that the people of the city already feel
the burden of taxation resting heavily upon them, and,
therefore, hesitate to press the matter of a new building.
I believe, however, that the health of the young people of
the city is of the first importance. There is little use of
planning courses of study and striving for ideal results
with unhealthy pupils.
Another question which bears immediatel}' upon the
health of the pupils is that of lunches. There is little doubt
that a considerable portion of the pupils often come to
school without sufficient breakfast and go, from eight
o'clock, when school opens, until after school closes at one
o'clock, without an)thing to eat. .Some perhaps make a
lunch at recess of a few crackers or of unwholesome pastry
and pickles. No school with but a single session in the day
should be without a lunch counter where good, nourishing
food could be obtained at slight expense to the pupils.
Such a place might be provided near the school building ;
it would be much more easily controlled within the build-
ing.
Still another question is that of a place for athletics.
Good gymnasium facilities, where courses in physical cul-
ture may be given and where the athletic activities of the
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school may be provided for, are essential. It is to be re-
gretted that the high school pupils should have to hire a
room for basket ball practice, as they have done during the
present fall.
This discussion might well include the necessity for
more recitation rooms, a large assembly hall, better labora-
tory and library facilities ; but enough has been written.
The needs of the school require a modern building, located
in some part of the city well away from the business sec-
tion, where a lot of sufficient size for a campus and ade-
quate play grounds can be obtained. If the present High
School Building is not needed for school purposes, the sale
of this piece of property should provide a considerable sum
towards the purchase of a suitable site and the erection of
a school building that should be the pride of the city and
afford a place where the young people of the community
may continue their education under the most sanitar)' con-
ditions.
Course of Study.—But slight changes were made in the
course of study during the past year. The Conunercial
Course is now well established in the school. A class of
thirty-eight in the first year is pursuing the subject of
Commercial Arithmetic. Twenty-seven second year pupils
began the subject of Bookkeeping in September. Twenty
of the third class elected Stenography, while a small class
is continuing the subject in the senior year.
There were none to elect Botany in the second year at
the beginning of the fall term. This will probably mean
that none will take English History during the present
year. It would seem that Ameriaan History with Civics
and English History should be given a more pronounced
place in the course of study. While it is desirable that pu-
pils in the Classical and Latin Courses take Ancient His-
tory, it would seem that either American History with Civ-
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ics, or English History, should be offered to pupils in the
(leneral Course during- the first year.
At the opening of school this fall, thirty-seven elected
beginning French and twenty-five beginning German.
Those who elect Greek in the second year are practically
excluded, on account of difficulties in arranging pro-
grammes, from beginning French in the third year, but
must take German. Also with our present force of teach-
<irs and limited number of recitation rooms, is is impossible
to divide these classes. Thirty-seven pupils are surely too
many for a beginning language class.
At the beginning of the fall term the laboratory facili-
ties for Chemistry were largely increased. Sufficient ap-
paratus is now supplied to enable pupils in this subject to
do individual work. Forty pupils from the third class
elected Chemistry. With the present teaching force, it is
impossible to divide this class into smaller sections, as
should be done for efficient work.
Forty-five pupils of the second year elected Physics this
fall. These are divided into three sections for laboratory
vvt)rk ; two sections are united for recitations. Pupils of
the senior year who elect Physics should be provided a
separate class, as pointed out by my predecessor in his last
report, l^^or reasons already mentioned this is impracti-
cable at present.
Graduation.—The following programme was given at
Music Hall on Friday afternoon, June 22, 1900 :
Music, "The Voyagers," Facer
Presentation of Class Gift, Harold Hotchki.ss Bennett
The Acceptance, Chairman of High School Committee
Music, "Voices of Western Wind," Baniby
Address, The Use of Education, Arlo Bates, A. M., Litt. D.
Music, "The King's Champion," Watson
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Presentation of Haven Medals.
Conferring of Diplomas,
His Honor, Mayor Edward ¥.. Mclntire.
Singing of Class Ode.
Music by May E. Whitticr.
The Class of J 900.
CLASSICAL COURSE.
Ellen Augusta Brackett.* Arthur Thomas O'Keefe.
Harold Hotchkiss Bennett.* John Samuel Paul.
Arthur Eugene Sewall.*
LATIN COURSE.
































Gift.—The gift to the school from the Class of 1900
was a fine engraving in a mahogany frame, of the famous
painting "Aurora," by Reni.
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In concluding; tliis report, permit me to express my
appreciation of the cordial cooperation and helpful assist-
ance of the entire corps of teachers, as well as of yourself
in all matters pertaining to the administration of the school.
It is my earnest hope that the relations so pleasantly in-
augurated may continue.
Respectfully submitted,
ALLEN H. KNAPP, Principal.
Requirements for Admission to the Hig-h School.
The requirements for admission to the school are a
certificate of promotion from one of the public grammar
schools.or the successful passing of an examination. This
examination will be held sometinie in June, 1901. the time
to be advertised.
Candidates must offer the following subjects :
Arithmetic,
Algebra to Simultaneous Equations,
Book-keeping by single entry.





The examination of PCnglish will include grammar, spel-
ling, and the reading of standard literature. Candidates
for 1901 will offer "Lady of the Lake," "Evangeline,"
"Merchant of Venice," "Don Ouixote." An acquaintance
with drawing and music as conducted in the grammar
schools is recommended, in order that these studies may






E}iyolhm'7it.—The general increase in attendance has
fallen most heavily upon the Whipple and Haven Schools,
so that it became necessary to keep open an overflow room
in the Cabot Street building for the upper primary grades
of the Whipple School ; and in September to open a new
fourth grade room at the Haven School. At the com-
mencement of the new school year in September, a partial
solution of the difficulty was effected by regrading the
classes in the Whipple School and by redistricting the
city. The tendency of the method by which the latter
was undertaken has been to turn lower primary and
kindergarten children away from the Whipple and toward
the Farragut District. The effect chiefly desired, namely
to relieve the Cabot Street primary building of overcrowd-
ing was fully accomplished and there is at present suffi-
cient room at that building for the children now registered
there. It is impossible at present to predict with accuracy
whether or not this condition can be maintained through
out the remainder of the school year.
The report of the Committee on Redistricting will be
found in an appendix.
Taj-dincss.— It is a matter of regret with me that our
tardiness record is not a better one. While the record of
I 508 tardinesses for the year means less than an average
of one tardiness per pupil for that time, it still has to be
remembered that a limited number of pupils are responsible
for the whole number of tardinesses and that our record in
this matter is decidedly below those of other cities.
Tn/ancy.—A problem which, on account of the pre-
scribed ages of compulsory attendance, belongs pecu-
liarly to the elementary school is the problem of truancy.
Owing largely to the character of the population and also
to the efficiency with which cases of truancy are remedied,
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the matter has never assumed any serious proportions with
us. The conduct of a case of truancy presents all of the
perplexities which surround the question of punishment
within the school, for, just as a condition of affairs in which
corporal chastisement is inflicted for trifling misdemeanors
is intolerable, so is one in whic'n recourse is had to the
strong arm of the law before all other means of correction
have been tried. Other things being equal, he is the best
teacher who has the best attendance with fewest number of
appeals to the truant officer. Some special attention has
been given to this side of the question during the present
school year, and up to the present time the number of
cases referred to the police for investigation has been con-
siderably reduced.
TcacJwrs Association.—During the year the teachers of
the city have more completely organized themselves for
such common activities as they may wish to undertake.
The activities of the Association for this calendar year
have been : a reading circle formed for the sake of read-
ing James' Talks to Teachers on Psycholog}', finished in
June ; a circle of ]3rimary teachers meeting bi-weekly for
informal discussions ; a club for the reading of educational
periodical literature to which thirty-one teachers subscribe;
and a course of lectures supported by the teachers. The
lecturers in this course during the calendar year have been
Mrs. L. L. W. Wilson of Philadelphia, Pa., on Nature
Study ; Mr. Ned Dearborn of Durham, N. H., on Common
Birds ; Mi.ss Harriet Rice, of Providence, R. I., on Every-
Day Application of Art Principles.
Repairs and hnprovcnicnts.—Repairs and improvements
to schoolhouses of an unusually extensive character have
been completed by the present aldermanic committee on
school-houses.
I. The recommendations of my last annual report con-
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cerning the office of the Superintendent were carried out.
The lower floor of the old Peabody building on State
Street has been occupied for this purpose and so remod-
elled as to give a convenient and ample central office. The
improvement provides a room for the storage and account-
ing of supplies ; a general reception room, which is also
available for grade meetings of teachers and the display of
work ; and a private office and consultation room for the
Superintendent. A furnace has been installed and both
upper and lower floors are now heated in this way. The
change of headquarters from the inconvenient and insuf-
ficient accommodations at the Farragut building has been
highly appreciated and has already commended itself as
most useful to the teaching force and most economical for
the conduct of the business of the department.
2. The basement of the High school building received
a cement floor throughout, thus greatly improving the san.
itation and general cleanliness of that crowded portion of
the city's school plant. Slate blackboards also were in-
stalled in the two large schoolrooms on the lower floor, and
adequate office equipment was added to the business de-
partment. Externally, the old portico, which was found
to be far advanced in decay, and dangerous, was removed
and the front of the building was scraped and painted.
3. The Lafayette building was thoroughly renovated.
4. One hundred and sixty new sets of adjustable furni-
ture'were purchased and installed at the Cabot Street, High
and Woodbury schools. Fifty sets of adjustable irons
were also attached to comparatively new non-adjustable
furniture, thus providing at small expense a most desirable
hygienic improvement.
5. The rain-water conductors at the Haven School were
connected with the sewer at that point, this work proving to
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be one of the most expensive parts of the season's repair-
ing.
6. A hall heater independent of the regular heating
and ventilating plant was installed in the \\' hippie School.
7. Numerous minor repairs including the thorough
overhauling, cleaning and painting of the Farragut, Whi))-
ple and Haven buildings, complete the account of the sea-
son's work, all of which has been well conceived and well
carried out. The thanks of the department and the grati.
tude of the communit}- are due to the aldermanic com-
mittee.
Closer Attention to School Life of Child.—The develop-
ment of school management during the j^ast generation
has led to the centralization of large numbers of children
in the same building under the grade system. In former
years, a single teacher, or two or three teachers at the
most, were held responsible for the instruction and man-
agement of from a dozen to sixty or eighty pupils, often a
somewhat larger number than it is now deemed wise to
}Hit in the charge of one teacher. In contrast to that sy.s.
tern, abcjut thirty-five children are now placed in the hands
of a single teacher who holds herself responsible for their
instruction and for their good order while under her eye.
Out of her sight and in company with 300 other children
enrolled in other rooms of the same building they are only
too apt to be in nobody's care.
Furthermore, as children are promoted from grade to
grade they pass through the hands of possibl}" ten differ-
ent teachers, each of whom commonly knows a child but a
single year and each of whom has her own ideals of good
order and right instruction, which are often totally unrela-
ted to those of the next in succession.
The effect of this arrangement is to permit a dangerous
neglect of that which is really of the utmost importance'
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namely the daily life of the child as he moves ahout the
school huilding and mingles with the children of other
rooms at recess and before and after school hours. In
this part of the school life are to be found those seeds of
good and evil which in later years ripen into habits and
opinions which make the former school child either a use-
ful or a dangerous member of society.
Men of the older generation can look to their old school-
master and, remembering the years which the)' s|)ent un-
der his care, feel that he came to know them well and
recognize his influence as a most powerful factor in their
lives. The child who has been obliged to become ac-
quainted with a new teacher every year for ten years, and
whose teachers each have hardly come to understand him
before letting him go, will do well indeed if he leaves
school with any strength of character won from the fos-
tering personality of a single teacher who knows him thor-
oughly ; he is more likely to present himself at the High
School a child in every moral quality and fail before the
trials which require the spirit and partial maturity of youth.
llie simple expedient for the remedy of this defect,
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and one already recognized in nearly every cit)- of our
class,— is the utilization of the master of each of the laro-e
schools in his proper function of principal rather than as
ninth grade teacher solel}'. Confined during the whole day
to their own upper grammar rooms, the masters of the
Whipple and Haven Schools cannot in my judgment exer-
cise sufificient oversight of the general good order of those
schools.
The Farragut School has long enjoyed the better arrange-
ment. The former should be provided with masters' as-
sistants, who would take over a portion of the duties of in-
struction, leaving the masters to devote a portion of their
time wholly to the government of their respective schools
and to studying the pupils of the different rooms. They
could then hold themselves responsible to become person-
ally acquainted with every child in their buildings, guiding-
and unifying their teachers in their treatment of children,
seeking out and remedying the individual needs of children,
and, finally, building up and securing an healthy school
spirit.
Eight-Grade Plan.— I desire to repeat the recommenda-
tion of the last two reports issued from this office looking
toward the abolition of the ninth grade of the elementary
schools. According to present arrangements this last
year cannot be regarded otherwise than as chiefly waste
time. All work which can profitably be done below the
High School is now completed in the eighth year, with the
single exception of United States History, and that can
readily be included in the list. If it were possible to find
room in the High School Building, I should at the next
graduating time, recommend the promotion to the High
School of nearly all the eighth and ninth grade children in
the city.
Instruction.—There have been no \'ital changes in the
Course of Study since the issuing of the last report of this
office. Simple adjustments were, however, found needful
in the arrangement of the geography curriculum for
Grades VI-VHI ; adjustments in the drawing and hand-
writing schedules were made according to previously ar-
ranged program.
At the close of the last school year, you appointed a
committee from among your members, which took under
consideration the whole matter of handwriting in the pub-
lic schools. After an extensive canvass, you voted to con-
tinue the vertical system, which is now taught in the first
seven grades throughout the city.
At the end of the fall term, an effort has been made to
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put the "seat" or so-called "busy work" of the primary
schools on a more scientific and effective basis. One of
the most difificult problems of the primary teacher is to
find employment for that part of her school from which
her attention must be withdrawn for concentration upon
the division under instruction at the moment. The seat
work provided in the past has been limited in variety, and
the hideous tedium into which it has tended to fall has too
often led to vicious habits of dawdling and inattention.
More careful selections have been made and a wider va-
riety has been purchased, and I propose to add to the
stock now on hand as fast as new devices commend them-
selves.
Need of Better Reeords of Work.— I propose to under-
take at an early date a more efficient method of securing
and filing specimens of the work of the elementary
schools. Hitherto, little or nothing of this sort has been
done. It is highly important, especially in relation to the
elementary schools, that the city school authorities of the
future be able to secure for their own guidance such
specimens of handwriting, English composition, drawing,
and examination papers in various subjects as we may be
able to preserve. It is a very common experience to
hear statements made depreciating the character of the
work done by modern schools when compared with the
product of former days. Many such remarks are doubt-
less due only to the tencency of nature to exaggerate the
glories of the past, but the fact remains that there is not
material at hand out of which to form any reliable opinion
of the truth or falsity of such statements. Futhermore,.
it is too often the case that men charged with the con-
duct of school systems indulge in fretful searches after
new methods, when a simple comparison of results, if
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that were made jjossible, would convince them that
methods in use were effective.
Good Hygiene.—Generally speaking, the hygienic con-
ditions of the iniblic schools appear to be good. During
the fall term, I ha\e insisted upon the rigid adherence of
all teachers to such rules of equable temperature and good
ventilation as can be carried out, and have secured the
legislation from your honorable Board set forth in the fol-
lowing rule, passed at the December meeting :
On and after January 7, 1901, teachers are required to
see that each pupil of their respective charges is provided for
his individual use with such brushes, pencils, penholders,
etc., as he may need ; and to take care that no two chil-
dren are allowed to use the same brush, pencil, penholder
or similar instrument.
The principal need of the future seems to me to be ad-
justable school furniture. One of the greatest limitations
under which children study is the necessity of remaining
seated for considerable periods of time, and for this reason
the best possible seat should doubtless be provided. All the
school-rooms in the city, save five, are still equipped with
furniture which is more or less dangerous to the healthy
carriage of the children using it.
REPORT OF THE PORTSMOUTH KINDERGARTENS.
To Mr. H. C. Man ison, Superintendent of Schools.
Sir :—In presenting to you my second annual report of
the Kindergartens of Portsmouth, I feel warranted to note
the advance that has been made during the year. The
work has been modified to suit the existing conditions, has
become more definite in character, and more unified
throughout the city. The Kindergarten should not be
considered a stereotyped, completed system. While it is
founded on certain fixed principles, its methods are not im-
mutable. It was destined by its originator to be a vital or-
ganism, capable of growth and expansion, as the progress
of the times brought further enlightenment in child study.
In his daily lessons, the child works out in concrete form
his individual impressions of the ideas he has received
from the morning talks, stories, songs and games, alter-
nating with simple geometric forms and number work. He
invents, and by invention his interest is quickened, and his
powers of observation, imagination and self-expression are
awakened. Through the imitative tendency, his original
production becomes the property of all, and he is led by
co-operative work through the unity and continuity of a
logical sequence, in which mind, heart and hand are
brought into activity, for the purpose of creation and pro.
duction.
Emphasis has been placed upon the occupations. In
these days of skilled workmanship, the necessity of the
trained hand, guided by a well-equipped mind, is becoming
more and more evident. I am firmly convinced that when
the occupations of the Kindergarten shall be reenforced by
manual training in our schools, much of the superfluous
energy, manifested by recalcitrant pupils will be no longer
a puzzling question of discipline, but will be expended in
legitimate channels and result in manual dexterity and in-
creased mental efificiency. I would call the attention of
the parents to the advantage of entering their children as
early as the law allows. While the Kindergarten age in
Portsmouth is from four years to five years and eight
months, in many places children are admitted at three and
a half. This of course necessitates a greater number of
teachers, and for \'arious reasons has not been considered
feasible, as yet, by our Board of Instruction. As it is,
however, many people do not enter their children under
five years, thereby losing a year, the importance of which
is proven by the increased readiness with which children
who have had the first year take hold of the work of the
second. No child can be properly called a representative
of the Kindergarten, unless he has been a regular attend-
ant for two years.
The Mothers' Meetings, for the most part, have been
well attended, as well as the exercises held in connection
with Christmas, Washington's Birthday, and the luncheon
given at the end.of the year. In January, it was our priv-
ilege to have Dr. HefTenger speak at a general meeting,
represented by the four districts, on "The Physical Na-
ture of the Child, and How to Care for It." He gave us
valuable suggestions which were appreciated by a good-
sized audience. The mothers have shown active interest
in sending plants to brighten the Kindergartens, and a
variety of home-made objects, some wholly the work of the
child, others showing the parent's assistance. Among
these were toys, mats cut by hand and woven, card-board
sewed with worsted or shoe-lacings, drawings, and dolls
made of nuts, clothes-pins etc. These articles are exceed-
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ingly interesting" and desirable as an earnest tliat the child
is developing a power to apply the knowledge gained at
Kindergarten, in creating with any material lying at hand.
The Kindergartners have continued their friendly visits
to the homes, realizing that the acquaintance with the
home-life and a knowledge of circumstances often heli)s to
solve moral and practical problems. It is a satisfaction to
hear that the children sing their songs at home, play their
games with smaller brothers or sisters, that they are more
helpful, and that they happily employ themselves, for a
longer period than they did before they attended the Kin-
dergarten.
The Vs-eekly meetings for conference and discussion of
the programme have been the fruitful source of added en-
thusiasm and zeal on the part of the Kindergartners, one
of whom attended special meetings in Boston during the
winter, at her own expense, and shared her experience at
these meetings. All of the Kindergartners have widened
their knowledge by the study of books and magazines on
Kindergarten principles, as well as by study on general ed-
ucational lines, believing that the latent powers within
themselves must be constantly animated by intellectual
stimulus in order to approximate more nearly the ideal
conceived by Froebel. The Kindergartners have visited
the schools, for the purpose of strengthening the sympa-
thetic relations between the school and the Kindergarten
by a fuller understanding of Primary methods, and also, in
order that the existing connections may be simplified and
improved by greater helpfulness on the part of the Kin-
dergarten in preparing the child for the school. To this
end the Kindergartners would cordially welcome the Pri-
mary teachers to their special meetings, as well as the
daily sessions.
When a child leaves the Kindergarten the question is
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not "What docs he know ?" but "What has he gained ?" If
his Hfe has become more enriched ; if he is better able to
think, and to express his thoughts, to grasp some idea of
the relation of things, to receive directions intelligently ; if
he is capable of a greater degree of concentrated attention ;
if, through observation, his eyes are open to the wonders
about him and his sympathies and imagination enkindled ;
if his mental powers are aroused through the varied means
of instruction he has received ; if he has become more dex-
terous in manual work, and more self-dependent, then has
the Kindergarten fulfilled its mission, and it remains for
the school to begin its more technical training, with a
recognition of this basis, and to continue the development
of the child with the same end in view, but with different
methods and means.
We have not been hampered by lack of material. The
Board of Instruction and the Superintendent have gener-
ously supplied our requirements and afforded facilities for
good work, as far as they have been able. The problem of
greatest intrinsic interest at present is the condition of the
Kindergarten room in the Spalding building. There is
reasonable assurance that the Kindergarten in this district
would equal, if not outnumber, in pupils the largest in the
city. The room is not only limited in capacity, but the
floor is in a most unsanitary condition, the wide cracks of-
fering a permanent receptacle for dust, a convenient harbor
for disease germs. The need of a commodious room in
this part o( the city, where the attendance is undoubtedly




REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF PENMANSHIP.
Mr. H. C. Morrison, Superintendent of Schools.
Dear Sir :—In compliance with your request and usage
I herewith submit to you my necessarily brief report. The
time allowed to the pupils for practice under the eye of the
supervisor has become much less than ever before, which
you can see at once is a great hindrance to progress.
Granting that our theory is correct, one could not expect
to see much progress as compared to former years, when
we had from sixty to eighty minutes per week with each
class, and our teachers usually supplemented these lessons.
We highly appreciate the blotting paper that you have so
kindly furnished us to be used as writing pads for the
desks. Actually they are indispensable for our exercise
drill, using as we do but a single sheet of paper at a time.
Our pens and ink in my opinion are not quite what they
should be. Although the pens are very coarse they wear
scratchy very quickly, and thick, black, cloggy ink will in-
duce pupils to bear too heavily upon their pens, which is a
great hindrance to free practice. In my opinion there is
far too little time given to the practice of the figures, as
they are an important factor in business education, employ-
ing" the arm movement largely, the same as in letter
jM'actice.
I would advise that the pupils have just a few minutes
drill from the black board as frequently as convenient, and
gradually practice for speed. The necessity for free mus-
cular action of the arm is so generally acknowledged, and
so self evident, that to argue that point seems superfluous,
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as good business writing is now, always has been and al-
ways will be based upon the development and right appli-
cation of a light, quick and firm movement of the large,
tireless muscles of the arm in contradistinction to the
cramped, spasmodic action of the fingers holding the pen.
A visit to the business ofifices of railroads and wholesale
houses in the great trade centres, where rapid, legible and
continuous writing is an absolute necessity, will prove to
anyone the desirability of a general use of muscular move-
ment by those who aspire to positions in such or similar
ofifices.
In fairness, then, to the pupils of our public schools,
many of whom could find lucrative office positions through
the medium of a good style of business writing, the muscu-




REPORT OF SEWING TEACHER.
To Mr. H. C. JMorrisou, Superintendent of Schools.
Dear Sir :—There are nearly two hundred girls en-
rolled in the sewing classes this year, of whom about sev-
enty are beginners. I do not think that one-fourth of the
latter have ever received any instruction about sewing at
home, but have picked up some knowledge of how to make
stitches, of a certain kind, in making their dolls' clothes.
In this way it happens that the greater part of the teach-
ing for the first two months of the course must be directed
as much to undoing as to doing. With a very few there
seems to be an inborn incapacity to improve to any great
extent, even though especial pains is taken with them
through the three grades in which they can have advan-
tages of sewing instruction. On the other hand it is a
great pleasure to see the satisfaction which a child shows
on comparing her earliest work, the making of her sewing-
bag, with some really nicely finished piece of work which
she has ready to take home.
Last June we had a very satisfactory exhibition of the
work of all grades, at which time were exhibited all kinds
of useful articles such as pillow-slips, aprons of all kinds,
skirts, wrappers, various specimens of underclothing, hand-
kerchiefs etc., and buttonholes, both in cotton and twist,
the latter coming principally from the sixth grades.
Owing to the exhibits being held in the different school
buildings, there was not such a chance to compare the
work of the different quarters of the city as there has been
before, but the scholars won much praise for their industry
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in what is certainly a very necessary part of their school
work ; and I can but believe that in the three years of
their ]:)ractice, with the one hour a week of })articular and
personal instruction, is laid the foundation with many,




REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF MUSIC.
Mr. H. C. Morrison, Superintendent of Schools.
Dear Sir :— I cheerfully submit my annual report of
the condition of Vocal Music in the Public Schools of
Portsmouth.
In the lower grades more attention is given to reading
the exercises before singing them—thus familiarizing the
pupil with many things that would otherwise be over-
looked. The hand has been used freely to represent the
lines and spaces and often times the cjuestions asked can
be answered in a very intelligent manner by the younger
pupils.
The supplementary music furnished to the higher grades
has been taken up with much profit to all, and the pleasant
rivalry shown in rendering the selections has helped to de-
velop quality and style in a very satisfactory manner.
Several lessons have been given in writing music and
these have shown careful thought,—many pupils being able
to place on paper in a neat, legible manner what is sung or
played to them.
A noticeable advance is the taste shown by the pupils in
the selections to be sung ; even very small children soon
learn to admire the more remote and difficult modulations
and to wish to attempt the difficult and be able to take
l^art in the performance of a high grade of music.
The quality of singing is constantly spoken of, and I
have tried to establish a permanent standard of tone pro-
duced by combining the breathing process with the
language-making movements of the mouth. In many cases
good results have been gained. I can safely say that mu-
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sical instruction in the public scliools is along the lines of
advancement in education, and all must see the great bene-
fit derived from its study not only in the school but in the
church and in the home.
Dr. Brooks has wisely said, "A school song in the heart
of a child will do as much for his character as a fact in his
memory or a principle in his intellect." Music is the Uni-
versal Chord to which the hearts of all men vibrate. Well
has a writer said that "Songs containing moral precepts
and lessons, and songs of affection, will surely develop like
sentiments in the children who sing them." In no way
can a code of morals be taught or the sensibilities and emo-
tions be so trained and developed into better and higher
uses as through the instrumentality of song. The best
means of culture is singing. Music is at home and abroad,
an introduction, a solace in solitude, in society an orna"
ment. "Music is God's best gift to man—the only art of
Heaven given to earth and the only art of earth that we
can take to Heaven."
I wish to extend to you and all who have, during the
year, helped to carry out the principles used in the musical




REPORT OF THE SUPERVISOR OF DRAWING.
To Mr. H. C. Morrison, Stipcrintcndcnt of ScJiooh.
N ACTIVE interest, it is pleas-
ant to record, has been taken in
Drawing during the past year.
Part of this is due, perhaps, to the
increased use of color which ap-
peals so strongly to all and gives
completeness to representation or
design. Our aim as teachers dur-
ing the coming year should be,
while retaining this enthusiasm, to work toward a clearer
knowledge and more accurate application of the principles
underlying good drawing and to obtain greater refinement
of drawing.
In January, through the kindness of the Graffort Club,
the pupils of the public schools enjoyed a lecture by Frau-
lein Stolle of Boston, Masterpieces of Art in European
Galleries, illustrated by stereopticon pictures reproducing
the colors of the originals. From the Graffort Club also
were received a photograph of the picture by George Fred-
erick Watts, Sir Galahad the Good Knight, and a beautiful
cast, horsemen from the Parthenon frieze. The picture
was presented to the Haven School, the cast to the Whip
pie School. I take this opportunity to express to the Graf
fort Club the gratitude of teachers and pupils for its gen-
erous interest.
Note.—The illustrations which accompany this report are reproduced from
drawin°^s by public school pupils. The initial was designed by a pupil in the
Ninth Grade; the figure was drawn from a schoolmate by a member of the
Sixth Grade.
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In November, Miss Rice of Providence, President of the
l£astern Art Teachers' Association, addressed the Ports-
mouth Teachers' Association. Her subject was Every-day
Application of Art Principles. The lecture was not only
of interest to teachers, with helpful suggestions for their
work, but afforded food for thought to others not engaged
in teaching ; it included the application of certain art prin-
ciples to the construction, choice and treatment of mater-
ials in building, furniture and articles of daily use ; the ef-
fect of art education in the development of good taste, and
the result of such education in a public demand for good,
well-designed and jesthetically satisfying work.
At the close of the summer term selections from the
work of each class wxre mounted and placed on exhibition
at the different school buildings. These exhibitions were
well attended by parents and friends. Drawings by the
pupils added interest to the parents' meetings held in the
different class rooms during the year. These drawings in-
cluded sketches from nature and from life in black and
white and color, working drawings of models and objects,
designs for iron work, textiles and book illustration.
Portsmouth possesses some fine examples of colonial
architecture. As the children in their study of historic
ornament learn to distinguish the Doric and Ionic columns
and become acquainted with the anthemion and other
ornamental forms they recognize these same decorative
features in familiar buildings. The legacy of the Greeks
forms a link in the chain connecting ancient with modern
times and history becomes more real. Portsmouth school
children are fortunate in another respect. They have only
to look from the school room windows to find subjects for
sketches—a point of land running out into the water.
Agamenticus dark against the winter sky, a church tower
rising above the roofs. Many home sketches are brought
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in, showing tlie observation and interest of those who hve
where they can see the passing of the ships.
Some special attention has been given to the siil)ject of
practical design. The pattern of a print or silk, the rug
on the floor, the paper on our walls, the cabinet in the
schoolroom, each must have been designed before it could
be made. Our designs made in school must necessarily
be simple, but the striving to do gives an insight into the
way in which such things are done and an interest in
observing whether things are well or badly designed. As
in the sketching from life, from having tried to do, we
learn to appreciate better a drawing of the figure by one
who knows how to represent it grandly. It is desired
that our work in school may lead to the recognition and
appreciation of good work. Nothing is too small and
trivial to be well done, and everything has a claim to





The System and Its Efficiency.
I wish to urge upon the Board the necessity of consider-
ing the work of the schools as a unit, of remembering that
every young person graduated from the High School is as
truly a product of the I^rimary as of the High School.
The system of graded schools under which our work is
done is simply an application of the principle of the
division of labor, and the efificiency of the wliole is only the
efficiency of the weakest part. So that the possession of a
particularly strong teacher or an effective method in a part
of the work is a matter of small comfort, if the teacher
next in order or another part of the system is particularly
weak.
The subject of more discourses and theories than one
cares to enumerate has been "What is Education" or 'The
End of Education." It is nevertheless a question which
every thoughtful citizen and responsible parent ought
constantly to ask, for the public schools are on one hand
the most extensive enterprise conducted by the city and
on the other hand the nursery of the childhood and youth
of the community. Refraining from any academic discus-
sion of the purpose and end of education, it seems to me
that the Portsmouth Public Schools have undertaken a
task which can be resolved into the following simple ele-
ments and that they ought to be held responsible for the
accomplishment of these things.-
1. The public schools are the power to which is com-
mitted the government of the children of the city during
25 per cent of the waking hours of the year.
2. They ought to see to it that every graduate
acquires such a fund of knowledge as will enable him to
understand the elements of the world in which he is to
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live,—the modern world with all its complexities of life
and all its material conditions of life.
3. They ought to develop the power to use such knowl-
edge.
4. They ought to develop in the child such moral ele-
ments at least as self-control, truthfulness, obedience, re-
spect for the rights and the feelings of others, a taste for
those good things of literature and art which tend toward
refinement.
The Present Capacity of the System.—The capacity of
the system to accomplish these things depends, I take it,
chiefly upon two factors, equipment and inteinal effi-
ciency; that is, upon the program of instruction offered
and the material plant for carrying it out, and upon the
personal force of superintendent and teachers.
The mere good government of the schools is a question
of more serious importance than is commonly realized.
In these days of the concentration of many children and
several teachers in a single building, with all the increased
liability to friction developed, the task is one requiring
unusual endowment of firmness, tact and initiative force;
and withal close attention. Generally speaking, the
governmental equipment of the Portsmouth schools is suf-
ficient. Its greatest defect is that which I have already
pointed out, the need of masters' assistants in the Whip-
ple and the Haven Schools.
The program of work provided by the Portsmouth
Public Schools is undoubtedly weak on the side of
physical culture, taking the expression in its broader
sense. Other than that, our Course of Study is quite as
extensive as it safely can be. The tendency of the past
decade or two has been to load the course of study, under
the pleas of enrichment of the program and elective
courses, beyond what it is possible to accomplish well.
As 1 ]:)ointccl out in the last report of this office, 1 con-
ceive the wisest policy for several years to come to be a
conservative one in which the principal effort is to con-
sist in condensing the program and insisting upon a rising
scale of actual and tangible results,—better mastery of
English, more accurate scholarshij) in history, science and
language, higher individual capacity for general ac-
complishment outside of school.
Manual Training.— I urge the claims of manual training
in the schools chiefly because I expect its effect t(^ be an
intensive rather than an extensive one ; I should expect its
immediate effect to be seen in an improvement of work in
arithmetic, in science, and in fact, in all subjects which are
concerned with exact scholarship, and upon the moral
well-being of sch(x:)l children.
Manual training,—and b}' manual training I mean sim-
ply training in the use of the hands, not the learning of any
trade or occupation,—manual training played a conspicuous
part in the education of the generation now upon the stage
of active life, a part whose importance physiologists and
psychologists are just beginning to understand. The boy
and girl of the last and of former generations came to
know in the natural course of daily life far more about man-
ual labor and the implements of manual labor than is pos-
sible to the boys and girls of this day and generation.
The boys in most cases had their simple homely
"chores" to be done as a part of the routine of daily life,
and the girls similar housekeeping duties. Commonly, too,
both boys and girls early became accustomed to construc-
tive work in simple repairs to the house and its contents.
The practical results of this training were important, al-
though probably unnoticed at the time. The training
meant in the first place the development of certain sets of
nerves and muscles which Nature intended to be developed
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in just this way. It furtlK-rmorc Ijrcniglit the children of
that da}' face to face with certain homely but important
realities of life, and there came to them unobserved out of
the experience habits of accuracy and <;()od judgment,
which are too often lacking in the product of modern
homes and schools.
Again, the children of that day acquired in this way at
first hand a sufficient "fund of knowledge" which is peda-
g )gically necessar}- to the kind of development furnished
b\' schools. We endeaxor to furnish the early stages of an
artificial substitute for such a fund in the kindergartens of
the present dav.
Upon this solid foundation the crude schools of that day
built the superstructure of "book learning" and produced
the men and women who fought out the Civil War and
won an empire from the buried and potential wealth of this
continent.
The changed conditions of society have modified all this.
Today, it is the exception rather than the rule that boys
and girls receive an)' manual training at home. Their
simple dail}' round of home duties is now performed with
less trouble to parents, either by mechanical devices or by
.servants. The effect upon the child is to leave him
possessed of onh' such knowledge as comes to him from
books, from the traditions common to childhood. He has
comparatively little at first hand and he suffers in moral,
mental and physical power, while his parents wonder that
it should be so.
Again, it is important that children, the majority of
whom will find employment in manual labor of one .sort or
another, should be given in the public schools an actual
and right acquaintance with those things which are des-
tined to make up so large a portion of their world. The
helplessness of high school graduates before the plainest
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tasks of this sort, which is of only too frequent occurrence,
does small credit to the utility of their education.
A further important consideration is the gro\vin<; need
of raising manual labor in the minds of cultivated young
people into its proper place of dignity and social esteem.
The tendency often remarKed of our educational scheme
has been to draw young men and women away from those
walks of labor in which they could be useful, and in which
their education would insure them success, to the more haz-
ardous and less needful professions. There can be little
doubt that this distaste for manual labor is bred in part at
least by the entire unfitness for it in which the average
high school boy and girl find themselves at graduation. It
is evident that the prosperity of the American nation dur-
ing the coming century will depend upon its efficiency in
the mechanical arts, upon the esteem in which they are
held among our people, upon the number of well trained
and well educated recruits who can yearly be furnished to
the ranks of the workers. Germany, perhaps our most
formidable industrial rival, has long appreciated her situa-
tion in this respect, and her admirable industrial efficiency
is to-day largely due to the character of the training of her
people.
There is little doubt that the prosperity of Ports-
mouth in particular is to be won chiefly through the me-
chanical trades. It will prosper only as a population of
artificers becomes fixed here, for those trades depend even
more upon the gathering together of workmen than upon
the creation of the material j^lant. I conceive it to be of
the utmost importance to this community that there should
gradually be bred up here a generation equipped by educa-
tion to turn their hand intelligently to whatever they may
most conveniently be called and to ajipreciate all such call-
ing at its rightful high dignity.
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To sum up, I should expect the establishment of a suit-
able course in manual training" to accomplish these results.
1. B\ cultivating a degree of accuracy otherwise im-
])ossible, it would lead to better work in almost all other
studies.
2. It would la\' hold of and energize a considerable
number of pujiils who aie otherwise hopelessh' iminter-
csted.
3. It would furnish development and training to cer-
tain sets of nerves and muscles, which in the human race
need exercise, which have alv\-ays had it in this way and
which can get it in no other.
4. It would help to culti\ate power, the ability to do
tliiiio;s.
5. It would have an imjiortant utilitv value for the ma-
jorit)- of the children.
6. It would teach its own valuable social lesson.
Some manual training we already have, in sewing, in
clay modelling and in the kindergarten occupations, but
only in fragmentary form. Other forms possible are sloyd
and cooking and elective coui'ses in carpentr)' and machine
w'ork.
With the present equipment of buildings and the jiresent
sequence of schools, the intnxiucticMi of additional courses,
even of manual training, would probably be unwise, for it
is doubtful if a satisfactor}' success ccnild be won among
such ill-adapted conditions as would necessarily prevail.
Rcadjnstvicnt of Schools.—Any careful examination of
the work of the schools and of its results cannot fail to
impress the observer with the belief that there are serious
systemic defects included between the seventh and the
tenth or eleventh grades. I took occasion in my last re-
port t(j refer to the problem of the transition from the I'21e-
mentary to the High School ; probabl)- no other problem
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of public school management in the last few years has
claimed so much the attention of superintendents and high
school principals as this.
The problem may be stated something like this. While
the scope of the work is substantially the same in the up-
per grammar and in the high school, the methods of teach-
ing and study are radically different,—in one, the grade
method, in the other the departmental. As a conse-
quence, it becomes very hard to distribute studies between
the two parts of the system on an economical basis ; and
on the other hand, every child entering the high school is
compelled to become accustomed all at once to wholly new
methods of study and recitation. The effect is to discour-
age the pupil and to waste the energies of probably about
two years,—with us, at present, three,—so that the pupil
of French or German schools is commonly about that
length of time in advance of his American contemporary.
The above is the general statement of the problem, and
it applies to practically the whole American system,— to
all cities save those which have already taken steps to rem-
edy the defect.
More specifically and with reference to our own schools,
it is found that work can go steadily forward showing dis-
tinct and satisfactory gains up to about the end of the
sixth year. Beginning there, symi)toms of arrested devel-
opment in pupils and of lack of adaptation in methods ap-
pear and continue into the high school, when recovery
commonly takes place. Reading becomes poorer, careless-
ness and inattention increase, interest flags, and on enter-
ing the high school, the pupil is said to lack preparation
and has to be kept threshing over the old straw. Ever}'
teacher of experience is familiar with this set of phenome-
na, and they have commonly been attributed to the ap-
proach of adolescence, which is doul^tless a factor of ser-
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ious moment but does not culminate physiologically un-
til near the end of the four-years period in question. The
simple truth probably is that, at a time when the pupil is
capable of high school work, he is kept partly on the worn-
out and needless subjects of the grammar school and part-
ly upon work which has been crowded down from the high
school and is treated by grammar school methods.
The solution which has commended itself, after a careful
study covering the whole country by a committee of ex-
perts charged with the investigation of the question, is the
transference of two years from the elementary school to
the high school, abolishing the ninth grade altogether ;
thus creating a six-year primary and a six-year secondar)'
course.
I believe that the application of this plan to your schools




It would make possible a better sequence of work,
that is, the child passing from the last year of the primary
into the first year of the secondary would be better pre-
pared for the higher work than the pupil who now is pro-
moted from the Ninth Grade to the High School.
2. Children could gradually become accustomed to
high school methods without loss of time.
3. High school methods,—election of studies, depart-
mental teaching and independent stud}',—ccnild be ajiplied
at the earliest profitable moment.
4. Mathematics, history, geography and Kngiish
language, constituting the bulk of grammar school work,
could probably be better taught by high school (departmen-
tal) than by grammar school grade methods.
5. Certain subjects like modern and ancient foreign
languages and science could be begun at a more suitable
age than they now are.
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6. Manual training could be introduced under better
conditions than at jiresent.
7. Relief could be had from the overloaded condition
of the course in the upper grades ; in its place would come
the gradual and progressive selection of a very few studies
best adapted to the needs of each pupil and these could be
thoroughly mastered ;—a few suitable things well done in-
stead of many things half done.
8. Hie solution of the problem of overcrowded build-
ings could be solved at the outset ; seven rooms in the
Farragut, Whipple and Haven Buildings would become
available to meet the growing need of more r(x)m.
9. As much could be accomplished in 12 years of
.schooling as could now be done in 14 or 15 : from 14 per
cent to 20 per cent better return for the money invested
in schools.
The plan ought in the long lun to cost more per teacher
employed than is now the case, for the reason that high
school instruction commonly commands better pay than
that of lower schools. I present a few estimates showing
in a somewhat definite form what the changes would be.
Teachers and Salaries Seventh Grade and Upward*
LNDF.K I'KESlCN'r PL.VN.
Seventh (irade—three teachers . . . $1350 00

















Operating expenses of Cabot Street Building
closed under new plan . . . . $ 400 00
$10900 00
UNDER NKW FT.AX.
High School—headmaster .... Si 600 00
Submaster ....... 900 00
Thirteen de]3artment teachers at an axerage of
$yoo . . . . . . . 9100 00
$ 1 1 600 00
Distribution of Ptipik.
UNOEK PKE.'^ENT PI..\X. LXDER NEW PLAN.
High . . . 240 500
Farragut . . . 290 2 1 o
Whipple, inc. Cabot St. 480 350
Haven . . . 290 230
These figures, I am confident, represent very closely
what would be the actual results. They are inexact in the
following particulars : No allowance has been made for the
increase in salary of the headmaster and submaster of the
High School ; both items would be .subject to increase,
especially since heavier duties would be demanded of each
of these teachers. In estimating the salaries of the thir-
teen department teachers, I have taken into account the
normal increase for efficient service. In citing the salaries
of 9th grade teachers, I have used what may be con-
sidered equivalent figures for comparison. The actual
salaries of ninth grade teachers are $1000 each.
I commend this plan and these estimates to your con-
sideration.
Moral Education. I have already referred to the grow-
ing demand that education shall be of the heart as well as
of the mind, moral as as intellectual. It would not be
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surprising if this popular feeling, in its eagerness for the
end it seeks, failed to take account of the fact that much
of the existing machinery of education is moral in its in-
tent as well as in its results, that the schools are making a
more extensive effort toward the moral culture of their
pupils and securing better results in that direction than
ever before. I wish to submit two theses in this direc-
tion, which I will not here undertake to argue.
1
.
More attention is given to the development of
voluntary right action to-day than m the past. The
spontaneous good behavior of nearly every school in the
city is evidence of the success of the effort. In former
days an inferior good conduct was maintained with the
lash. I submit that this is a moral success of high im-
pcu'tance.
2. A finer gain of sentiment is cherished in the school
of to-day, by the study of nature, art and literature, and by
the housing of pupils in decent buildings and attractive
rooms. Contrast the manner in which both buildings and
other school property is kept and the conduct upon the
playground, with the universal profanity, obscenity and
brawling of the past generation ; and bear in mind that the
opportunity for just such evils is as wide and wider to-
day than ever.
It is a part of a well accepted pedagogic principle that
mere instruction in ethics can be of little .service in calling
forth the practice of the virtues which it teaches. It is
the child's experience, here as elsewhere, which alone
furnishes the basis of right or wrong action.
It appears to me that the school has certain opportuni-
ties and therefore certain obligations in this direction
which fall to no other moral educational agency. I mean
the special opportunity for education in the social and
civic virtues. The child is for thirteen years or more a
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member of a society, peculiar to itself but yet one in
which most of the traits of grown-up human nature ap-
pear. In school, as in the larger life beyond the school,
ambition and envy, generosity a)\d covetousness, love
and hatred, unselfishness and egoism, courage and
cowardice,—these and their kindred furnish the springs of
action by which the social movement is guided. By right
management of these factors, the schools ought to develop
something of self-control, respect for the rights and feel-
ings of others, the habit of courtesy, physical and moral
courage. The habits of action, and, what is more im-
portant, the habits of judgment which are formed under
the teaching of this society are those which will govern
the adult in the world's society, for the comfort or discom-
fort of his fellows.
The attainment of right results in the direction which 1
have suggested depends far more upon the teacher in
charge than upon any equipment he may have at his
disposal. Many of these traits are surely being developed
with praiseworthy results by many teachers ; all of them
are being developed by some teachers. It is, however,
the province of this report to inquire, so far as may be,
concerning both material and institutional equipment of
the s}'.stem. I have already, in my discussion of elemen-
tary school conditions, spoken of the needed opportunity
for closer attention on the part of the principals of the
Whipple and Haven Buildings to the life of their schools.
The provision of the needed additional teachers at those
l^oints will remedy a most important defect in our equip-
ment for moral education.
Another defect is the lack of sufficient playground
about the schools and of indoor gymnastic facilities, with
the consequent deterioration of that form of the healthy
play impulse which manifests itself in athletic sports. It
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is doubtful if an}' part of the school life is nearly so fruit-
ful in opportunity for the development of the qualities of
self-control, respect for others' rights, courage and general
moral stamina, as the right use of athletic sports. With
the exception of those attending the Haven School, our
boys are entirely without any school playground what-
ever.
A second obligation of moral culture laid upon the
school comes from its opportunity for instruction in civic
morality. Just as the school-child is a member of a minia-
ture society, so he is a citizen of a miniature State, whose
laws are laid down on nearly the same principles and for
precisely the same ends as those of the greater State
for whose safety the school is erected. The object
of the laws of both is hardly more than the maintenance
of public good order for the welfare of the members of the
body politic. The chief difference between the body
politic of the school and that of the State is only the
difference occurring all along the line between the school
and the life for which the school is the preparation, that
difference brought in by the guardianship and fostering
care of the teacher.
Now, wherever in a school good discipline is maintained,
wherever there is cheerful acquiescence in the order of
things prescribed by the authority of the teacher, there
the first lesson of civic morality is already taught, namely
willing obedience to the law.
During a few years past in this country, and for cen-
turies in England, certain schools have been governed al-
most wholly by their pupils, and that with a large measure
of practical success. Laws are made for the government
of the school, and the proper oflficers are named for the ex-
ecution of the laws either by popular assembly, in small
schools, or by representative bodies in larger schools,—all
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of course under the oversight and guidance of the school
authorities.
Wherever this arrangement can successfully be carried
out, its possibilities for training in good citizenship are
great. In the first place, it makes possible a thorough mas-
tery by serious experience of the principles and machinery
by which bodies politic are conducted, and I submit that
such knowledge must go far toward establishing a sound
civic moral code. In the second place, under adequate
guidance, it ought to be effective in leading young people to
realize the supreme principle of civic morality, the prin-
ciple that "A public ofifice is a public trust."
With us the conversion of the High School into such a
self-governing body is always a possibility, but it would be
exceedingly difficult to apply the principle to either one of
the grammar schools. The difficulty in the latter case
would probably arise chiefly from the fact that the range
of ages in the lower schools is all the way from infancy to
youth. There would be two problems of good instruction
along this line instead of one : in the earlier years the de-
velopment of the simple habit of obedience, and in the latter
the application of this habit to school self-g(jvernment.
IV.
The Key to the Situation.
Whatever defects are to be detected in the existing con-
struction of the city public school system, practical reme-
dies in almost every case lead along lines which center in
the provision of a more adequate high school plant. I
have no hesitancy in saying that no movement of a like
magnitude could be of such various and peculiar import-
ance, both present and prospective, as the erection of a
suitable and adequate High School Building.
In the first place the building now in use is wholly in-
adequate and unfitted to the purposes of the High School.
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It is unfit from the .standi)()int of i^ood health. Two-
hundred and fort)' young" people are dail)' crowded into
rooms designed comfortably to accommodate little more
than half that number. There they must be for nearly
fi\"e houi"s a da\' in all the confusion of crowding from one
room to another, in a foul tem])erature relieved only by
brief and dangerous drafts and without proj^er opportunit)'
for refreshment or for exercise. The}' must study through
a considerable })art of the year in a feeble and insufficient
light.
It is inadequate with respect to high school appointments
both interior and exterior. There is no single assembly-
room large enough to accommodate in comfort the entire
school. There are but six recitation rooms for the over-
grown classes of eight teachers. There is a single, poorly
equijjped laboratory tor the work of both physics and
chemistry, and no laboratory of any sort for biology. There
is no library or reference room of any sort. There is no
suitable room for instruction in drawing and drafting ; the
teacher of this work takes over the modern language room
for that purpose, and at such times the latter teacher be-
comes a wanderer with her classes from room to room.
There is no place of any sort for the preparation and sale
of a proper lunch at intermission, which in this day of one-
session schools comes to form a distinctly important part
of the daily routine of school life. Finally, there is no
place of any sort for indoor exercises, no gymnasium and
no ]:)lace for one.
Externally, the only ground for exercise is found on the
side-walks of a business street. There is no ground
whatever for the development of the athletic life of the
school, a want which in my opinion has a disastrous effect
upon the spirit of the school.
There is needed an entirely new high school plant,
—
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building, grounds and ai:)pliances. There sliould he ])r()-
vided in the first place a house with appointments
adequate to the needs of a modern high school, such a one
as nearly every other city of our class already has. Such
a building would contain chiefly:— (i) an assembly hall
sufificiently large to contain the whole school at all regular
school exercises and at many public functions
; (2) school-
rooms and recitation rooms enough to accommodate
the pupils of the last six years of school life
; (3) lab-
oratories and equipment for the study of physics,
chemistry and biology (botany and zoology)
; (4) room
enough for a complete manual training equipment
with power connection
; (5) a room for the reference
library
; (6) a suitable room for instruction in drawing ;
(7) a cafe ; (8) gymnasium and bath facilities.
Without the building should be a lot sufficiently large
for all reasonable developments in the way of school
sports. Such a lot could, with much profit to the school,
be provided with a running track and with football and
baseball equipment.
And withal the building should be so located as to give
the minimum disturbance from the noise of business, w^ith
all reasonable attention to centrality.
The erection of such a building would provide adequate,
comfortable and worthy quarters for the High School ; it
would provide for the growth of the schools both in num-
bers and efficiency ; it would remedy the expensive sys-
temic defect to which I have referred in an earlier part of
this report ; it would relieve the city of the rapidly ap-
proaching necessity of building another grammar school
house like the Whipple or the Farragut. And it is not a
matter which admits of postponement ; the time has al-
ready been reached when a considerable number of those
who ask admittance from other towns must be refused.
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Whether or not it is for the good interest of this growing
center of trade to refuse higher educational advantages to
those places most naturally dependent on Portsmouth and
tributary to the trade of the city, is not within the prov-
ince ()[ this report to discuss. It is, however, a question
o'f lively interest to those charged with the guardianship of
the city's prosperity. But whether or not the number of
non-resident pupils is cut down, the school still remains
overcrowded with our own pupils, and the much greater
problem of the lack of adequate high school appointments
still remains unsolved. I am strongly convinced that year
by year, as the school goes on in its present quarters,
greater and greater injury is done to that intangible but at
the same time vital factor of successful schooling, namely,
the spirit of the .school. The spirit of a school does not
reach the end of its decline in one year nor yet two ; it de-
teriorates by unnoticeable differences until we suddenly
discover that it has reached a very low point. The recov-
ery,— sure and healthy 'recovery,—is always a similarly
slow process, usually consuming at least the four years
during which the school is being made over in personnel.
The problem is therefore, it seems to me, one which
must be squarely faced without further postponement.
It must be read with a full understanding of the welfare
of the city's young people 011 the one hand and of the
city's financial condition on the other, and the solution






General Statistics for School Year 1 899- 1 900.
Number of children in the city May i between
the ages of five and sixteen according to
census . . . . . . . 1791
Boys 835
Girls ........ 956
Whole number of different pupils registered dur-
ing the year ...... 1647
Number who attended at least two weeks . . 1621
Boys ........ y6'^
Girls 853
Number between the ages of five and sixteen
years attending two weeks . . . 1356
Number older than sixteen . . . 1 1
1
Number younger than five . . . . 154
Average number belonging . . . . 1445
Number of non-resident pupils .... 60
Average daily attendance..... 1295
Average daily absence . . . . . 150
Percentage of daily attendance .... 90
Number of pupils not absent nor tardy . . ^6
Number of tardinesses ..... 1 508
Length of school year in weeks . . . 38
Number of visits by Superintendent . . . 394
Number of visits by Committee ... 19































































Dovvd, Oliver H. McFarland, Harrison
Dunton, Ethel M. Philbrick, Blanche
Griffin, Samuel F. Richardson, Hattie A.
Grover, Hazel G. Shannon, Hortense M.
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Appendix K.
Report of Committee on District Lines.
Mr. Thayer for committee on district lines reported as
follows :
"The committee appointed on district lines, with power
to act, report that they have established the boundaries
between the three districts, and published the result of
their work for the benefit of those concerned as follows:
The boundary between the first and second districts shall
begin at the junction of Marginal Road and Junkins
Avenue and shall follow the Marginal Road thence to a
point opposite the junction of Court and Chestnut Streets ;
thence through Chestnut to Porter ; thence through
Porter to Middle ; thence through Middle to Islington ;
thence through Islington to Bridge ; thence through
Bridge according to vote of June 3, 1890. The boundary
between the first and third districts shall begin at the
junction of Marginal Road and Junkins Avenue, and shall
extend thence to the junction of Pleasant and Richmond
Streets ; thence through Richmond, Washington and
Court Streets to the Piscataqua River, according to vote
of June 3, 1890. The boundary between the second and
third districts shall begin at the junction of Marginal
Road and Junkins Avenue and shall extend thence in a
straight line to the junction of Richards Avenue and
South Street ; thence through South Street to its junction
with Sagamore Road ; thence through Sagamore Road to
the city line. The determination of these district lines is
based upon a careful study made by the superintendent ;
and in reference to the capacity of school buildings, the
distribution of the school population, and the previously
existing lines. In order to deal fairly with relations al-
ready established, the committee decided that in so far as
the above plan be a modification of previously existing
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boundary lines the same shall not be held necessarily to
affect children enrolled in the public schools during the
school year 1 899-1900. In submitting" this report, your
committee deems it wise to call the attention of the Board
of Instruction to three things, which are disclosed by any
careful study of the housing of the school population of
the city. First—a very natural district may be created
by uniting the Spalding school and the Franklin school in
a building at some central point between the two. The
crowded conditions of other buildings, the growth of that
section of the city, and the opening of new streets will
make such a move both desirable and necessary. Second
—there is great need of a new High School Building, to
be erected at some central point. Probably this need is
generally appreciated. The building is needed to make
the large and important work of the highest grades still
more important and successful, but it will also serve to re-
lieve the pressure on the crowded buildings of the lower
grades and make other new buildings necessary. Third
—
in connection with such housing of the High School, it
will be desirable to adopt a new system of grading so as to
drop one year out of the whole course, and have all the
work of the last six years done under one roof at the
High School Building. Though such changes may not be
instituted at once, yet your committee feel that their sug-
gestions indicate the way in which our school work must
develop, and it is well that we should keep these things in

















Whipple, Taking effect in January
P'arragut, " " January
Cabot St. " " April
High " " June
High " " June
Haven, " " June
Whipple " " November
APPOINTMENTS.
Minnie M. Woods, Whipple, Com'ncing duty in January
Mary K. Pennell, Farragut,
Helen L. Seavey, Cabot .St.,
Allen H. Knapp, High,
Marion Locke. High,











Cabot St. to Haven,
Farragut to Plaven,
Haven to Cabot St.,
Franklin to W^hipple,










































































































































Annie L. Lamprey, Newington Road
PLAINS SCHOOL.
Aurelia M. Jones, 2 Lovell St.
LAI A^^:^TI•: school.
May F. Dickerson, 27 Wibircl St.
PENMANSHIP.
John S. Montgomery, 10 Cabot St.
MUSIC.
George D. Whittier, 28 Austin St.
DRAWINC;.
Lucy C. Bedlow, 34 Hanover St.
SEWINO.
Harriet M. Remick, 59 Union St.
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